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THE TWENTIETH ANNUAL MEETING 

The twentieth annual meeting of the South Carolina Histori
cal Association was held at Coker College, Hartsville, on April 22, 
1950. Professor Robert H. Wienefeld, President o:f the Asso
ciation presided. 

At the morning session two papers were read and discussed: 
"M#teleuropa as a Marxist Utopia" by W. L. Spalding o:f the 
University of South Carolina; and "William Edward Dodd: His
torian o:f the Old South" by J. K. Williams o:f Clemson College. 

The luncheon business meeting heard and accepted the Treas
urer's report. Officers chosen :for 1950-51 were: Carl L. Epting, 
President; Ruth Boyd, Vice-President; Charles H. Carlisle, Secre
tary-Treasurer; Lucia Daniel, Executive Committee Member. 

Two papers were read and discussed at the afternoon session: 
"South Carolina Federalism Vindicated 1 Problems o:f 1800-1812" 
by Margaret Kinard, Assistant Editor, The William and Mary 
Quarterly; and "Sandino: Bandit or Patriot 1" by Joseph 0. Bay
len of Georgia Teachers College. 

The evening banquet session heard J. H. Easterby, Director o:f 
the South Carolina Historical Commission, discuss "The Study o:f 
South Carolina History." 

The Executive Committee continued Robert D. Ochs as editor 
of the Proceedings o:f the Association. 

.. 



MITTELEUROPA AS A MARXIST UTOPIA 

WILLIAM L. SPALDING, JR. 

The struggle for economic and political control of Central 
Europe has decided the fate of empires and peoples for a millen
nium, from the time of Otto the Great through the two world wars 
of our own restless age. Today it reappears in the contest for 
Germany, perhaps the decisive phase of the so-called "Cold War." 
Nevertheless, while strategic importance and national rivalry have 
so frequently fated this area to be the cradle of conflict, its very 
problems have inspired men to search for some way out of chaos by 
creating a central European confederation which might serve as 
the first step to the United Europe of which so many have dreamed 
since the fall of Rome. Thus the concept of Mitteleuropa, which 
historical context has since given the distinct color of German im
perialism, could be used during the first of the world wars that 
gave it this notoriety to evoke the professed internatio~al'ism 
of the large Marxist parties in Germany and Austria-Hungary. 
The subsequent development of this appeal, however, revealed not 
only the powerful impact of nationalism upon Socialist thinking, 
but also the manner in which a specifically Socialist Imperialism 
could be produced by manipulation of the Marxian dialectic. In 
the light of recent happenings in Eastern Europe, this earlier 
form of what Lenin branded as "Social Imperialism"! is most 
suggestive. Consequently, it may prove profitable to survey the 
arguments for Mitteleur.opa advanced in the German and Austrian 
Social Democratic Parties between 1914 and 1918. 

The concept of Central European union had long been current 
in German industrial, agricultural and military circles when So
cialists began to make it their own toward the end of the first 
year of war.2 The general form which the idea had hitherto as-

1 Apparently the term did not originate with Lenin. It was used as early as 
the beginning of the century to brand the support of the Boer War by British 
Socialists. See the articles by Max Beer "Die gegenwaertige Lage des Trade 
Unionismus" and "Sozialer lmperialismus" Die Neue Zeit, XX (Oct. 1901 ) , 
43 ff., and loc. cit., (Nov. 1901), 209 ff. That this latter article made an impres
sion upon Lenin is indicated by his citing it with the inscription "N. B." in his 
notebook, "Marxism and the State" (printed as Appendix II to the International 
Publishers' Edition of Karl Marx, Critique of the Gotha Program [New York, 
1938), p. 51.). 

• Brief accounts of the pre-war movement for Central European union can 
be found in the following: Jacques Stern, "Mitteleuropa von Leibniz bis Nau
mann" in Der Deutsche Krieg, edited by Ernest Jaeckh (Stuttgart, Berlin, 1917); 
G. Graetz and R. Schueller, Die aeussere Wirtschaftspolitik Oesterreich-Un
garns: Mitteleuropaeische Plaene (Vienna, New Haven, 1925); H. R. von Srbik, 
Mittel-Europa (Weimar, 1938). No comprehensive treatment of Mitteleuropa 
projects and propaganda during the First World War has yet appeared. Two 

[ 3] 
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sumed was somewhat as follows. Prior to 1914 the concentration 
had been almost entirely upon the economic aspects of the con
cept in connection with discussion of closer commercial and cus
toms arrangements between the Dual Monarchy and the Reich. 
The war, however, brought, in addition to the constantly increasing 
need for economic collaboration, the opportunity and desirability 
of extending the relationship into the political sphere. Ideas of 
intra-continental political integration invariably arise from the 
economic and military implications of Germany's geographical 
position in a war with peripheral land and sea powers. With the 
progress of German arms there grew up the idea of uniting all 
the lands allied to Germany or "liberated" by her troops into a 
great political and economic federation. 

Inevitably Mittelerwropa became a problem of prime political 
import. The trend of thought on the question was fairly typical 
of the currents of war-time opinion. All its advocates began with 
the affirmation of what they held to be a law of history: that the 
natural evolution of economic forces requires an ever larger area 
in which to operate. From this it was deduced that a "natural" 
economic area, such as Central Europe was said to form, ought to 
be organized into a single economic unity. This required the ex
tension or removal of existing frontiers to permit a "rational" eco
nomic development within a unified political sphere providing 
ample Lebensrarum. Thus the political consolidation of many 
small states into a co-ordinated system was seen as an inevitable 
result of expanding economic forces. It can quickly be seen how 
readily a Marxian could adopt the general tenor of this type of 
argument, claiming it as his own. 

Bourgeois proponents of Mitteleuropa went on to point out that 
this general process of political agglomeration was exhibited in 
the building of great world-embracing empires by Great Britain, 
Russia and the United States, countries generally considered by 
them to 1be examples of the supranational state of the future.3 

In this light Europe was seen to be a most backward area due 

recent articles dealing with the general concept up through the Second World 
War are Henry C. Meyer, "Mitteleiiropa in German Political Geography" in 
Annals of the Association of American Geographers, XXXVI (Sept. 1946), 
178-194, and Felix Gilbert, "Mitteleuropa-the Final Stage," Journal of Central 
European Affairs, VII (April 1947). The Socialists' attitude during the Great 
War can only be ascertained by a perusal of writings and speeches to be found 
in a great number of newspapers, periodicals and pamphlets published between 
1914 and 1919. The author is indebted to the Social Science Research Council for 
an opportunity to examine much of this literature at the Hoover War Library, 
Stanford, Calif., and elsewhere in this country. 

• Albert Ritter, NordkaP-Bagdad (Frankfurt, 1914). Cf. Friedrich Nau
mann, Central Europe (London, 1916), and E. Philippovich, Ein Wirtschafts- und 
Zo/lverband zwischen Deutsch/and und Oesterreich-Ungarn (Leipzig, 1915). 
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to its political disunity and national fragmentation. Consequent
ly, unless Central Europe could promptly unite, it would prove 
easy prey to the gigantic world empires hovering on its periphery. 
On the other hand, if a Central European union could be created 
in time, the war would prove to be a blessing in disguise for 
having provided the opportunity to make Mittekuro-pa a prac
tical project. As early as the first weeks of war Mittekwropa was 
hailed by a group of liberal intellectuals as "the ripe fruit of war."4 

The classic formulation of the concept was contributed in 1915 
by Friedrich Naumann in his widely read book, Mitteleuropa.r, 
Not only were his suggestions seriously considered in influential 
financial and governmental circles of the Central Powers, but his 
ringing words inspired a great wave of enthusiasm for the project 
on the part of intellectuals and idealists even beyond the bound
aries of the two embattled empires. Within these empires, how
ever, it was not long before war-born enthusiasm carried Mittel
europa schemes far 'beyond the relatively moderate bounds set by 
Naumann. For instance, the geographical configuration of Mit
teleuropa proved amazingly elastic; where one of Naumann's 
German predecessors had envisaged M ittekuropa as covering "the 
whole region from the Arctic Ocean to the shores of the Medi
terranean,"6 a Magyar enthusiast writing in 1916 conjured up a 
vision of "a body stretching from the White Sea to the Black, 
from the North Sea to the Mediterranean, with one foot on North 
Africa and the other planted in the East Indies."7 Moreover, it was 
often maintained that Mitteleuropa might somehow merge into a 
Pan-European Union designed to exclude Russia, humble Great 
Britain, and gird for the coming struggle against the colossus 
of the Western Hemisphere, Gesamtamerika, the anticipated Unit
ed States of Pan-America under the domination of "Yankee im
perialists. "8 

Although most liberal protagonists of M ittelenropa followed 
Naumann in decrying outright German domination of the pro
jected Mid-European union, and in invoking a noble internatioal 
ideal for protecting the smaller European peoples within Mittelr 

• Karl Lamprecht, Georg Irmer, and Franz von Liszt in their joint foreword 
to the latter's Ein mitteleuropaeischer Staatenverband (Leipzig, 1914). Cf. Nau
mann, op. cit., p. 287 and Ritter, op. cit., p. 26. A similar expression was voiced 
by the historian, Hermann Oncken, Das alte und das neue Mitteleuropa (Gotha, 
1917), p. 93. 

• The first of many extensive editions of his book was published in Berlin in 
1915. 

• Liszt, op. cit., p. 30. 
'Eduard Palyi, Das mitteleuropaeische Weltreichbuendnis gesehen von einem 

Nicht-Duetschen (Munich, Leipzig, 1916), p. 8. 
• Ritter, op. cit., p. 17. Cf. Liszt, op. cit., pp. 21, 26, 32 ff. and Johann Plenge, 

Der Geburt der Vernunft (Berlin, 1918), pp. 57, 64 ff. 
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ewropa,9 on the whole, the broad implication of the proposals was 
fundamentally imperialistic. Liberals like Hermann Oncken and 
Franz von Liszt, as well as socially-minded preachers like Fried
rich Naumann, shared the same reservations on Polish and Bel
gian independence as imperialists like Albert Ritter, the former 
director of the Alldeutscher Verband and a convert to Mittel
eu1•opa.10 It remains to consider the positions of the proletariat 
and the left-wing intelligentsia insofar as they were expressed 
through the medium of the Social Democratic Parties, powerful 
political organizations professing international ideals and violent 
hostility to imperialism. 

In Germany, the Social Democrats' reaction to Mitteleuropa 
propaganda was conditioned by a variety of factors. The pros
pect of a confederation formed from the peoples of Central Eu
rope furnished the first opportunity to expatiate upon the possi
bility of exploiting the exigencies of war to lay the foundations 
for a future utopia. Since the question of Mitteleuropa was the 
first one upon which opinions on the outcome of the war could 
be expressed in Germany without fear of the censor and so could 
be used to approach the dangerous subject of war aims, llfittel
europa became a touchstone which revealed the hitherto circum
scribed views of Socialists on this topic and the whole problem of 
imperialism as well. 

Probably the most important factor determining the reaction 
of the individual German Social Democrat was his general atti
tude toward the war itself. It soon became apparent that the ad
vocates of Mid-Europe in the Social Democratic Party were to be 
found among those who supported the war as necessary for the 
defence of the Fatherland, while the Socialist opponents of 1"Jfit
telewropa were also the bitterest critics of the German Government 
and the first to break with the Party over the issue of contin
uing the policy of August 4, 1914, that is, of voting the war bud
get for the Government. Consequently, we shall be concerned 
here only with the pro-Government Majority Social Democrats 
and their counterpart in the Austrian Social Democratic Party. 

• Oncken, op. cit., p. 97; Liszt, op. cit., p. 12; Ritter, op. cit., p. 24; Naumann, 
op. cit., pp. 64 ff. Cf. Franz Koehler, Der N e11e Dreibund (Munich, 1915), pp. 
18 ff. 

10 Naumann, op. cit., p. 79 ff. Oncken, op. cit., p. 127. Another well-known 
historian, Friedrich Meinecke, suggested "eine gewisse Luxemburgisierung" for 
Belgium to permit Germany military and economic predominance. See his con
tribution, "Sozialdemokratie und Machtpolitik", to the collaborative work edited 
by Friedrich Thimme and Carl Legien, Die Arbeiterschaft im ne11en Deutsch/and 
(Leipzig, 1915), pp. 29 ff. Ritter's most extreme statement was made ip. a 
"Nachtrag" in the second edition of his above mentioned book (Frankfurt, 1916), 
pp. 39 ff. 
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Several months before Friedrich N aumann's book had intro
duced the Mittelewropa idea to the wartime public, several writers 
of Socialist affiliation had suggested that efforts toward a Central 
European union of peoples should have the support of the So
cial Democrat Party. Early in May 1915 a Party paper hailed 
M ittdeuropa as a proper Socialist goal and thereafter there were 
frequent assertions that Socialism would benefit from the. expansion 
of political and economic frontiers. 11 In the Fall of 1915 the 
leading periodical of the revisionist right-wing of the German 
Party ran articles advocating the so-called "continental" scheme 
of an extended Mitteleuropa that would include France, Italy and 
Scandinavia.12 The "loose talk" of middle-class and Junker pro
ponents of M itteleuropa was censured, but the general purport of 
their ideas was apparently sanctioned. 

The patriotic wing of the German Social Democratic Party 
was increasingly subjected to pressure from certain individuals 
of leftist inclination who had at one time belonged to the Party, 
but now stood just to its right. The well-known economist, Rich~ 
ard Calwer, who had severed his formal ties to the Party some 
years previously, still exerted a strong influence on many mem
bers. Devoting himself to arousing enthusiasm for the war among 
his following in the Party, Calwer came out for a "West-European 
Confederation" directed against England and Russia. The argu
ments he used in appealing to Socialists were similar to those em
ployed by bourgeois advocates of Mitteleuropa. Assuming the 
probability of a second world war, he asserted that German work
ers must look to the future defense of their only oasis in a hostile 
world, Central Europe. This could be assured, he openly declared, 
by German imperialism, a capitalist means to a socialistic end. 
Affirming the theory that expanding and interdependent econ
omies made political consolidation on continental lines impera
tive, Calwer insisted that the idea of national self-determination 
was an impractical and parochocial concept, which could only lead 
to incessant war in the heart of Europe.13 On the other hand, 
Calwer argued, a world organized into self-contained economic 
units could alone make permanent peace practicable, although, like 
other exponents of this argument, he failed to explain just how 
such gigantic states could live peacefully side by side in a shrink-

11 Schwaebische Tagwacht, May 5, 1915, cited by S. Grumbach in his preface 
to the French edition of Naumann's book, L'Europe centrale (Lusanne, 1916), 
xx. The following year this Swiss Socialist published a collection of quotations 
from German sources showing annexationist tendencies: Das annexionistische 
Deutschland (Lausanne, 1917). 

12 Karl Severing, "England, Europa und Wir" in the Sozialistisclie Mo11at
sliefte, Sept. 9, 1915. 

'"Richard Calwer, "Sozialismus und Gebietserweiterungen" in Der Tag, 
June 5, 1915, quoted in Das annexionistische Deutchland, 161 ff. 
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ing world. He merely stated that it meant peace for Europe: "The 
greater a political organization, the greater will be its efficiency 
the greater will be the area within which war will be abolished, and 
the smaller will be the number of states which can go to war with 
each other."14 In any case, no one would dare to attack such a 
strong concentration of economic and military power as Calwer's 
M ittelewropa would possess. 

These ideas were echoed and elaborated by many of the leading 
men on the right of the German Social Democratic Party. One 
of the first Party members to champion a Mid-European league 
was Wolfgang Heine, a Berlin lawyer born of a conservative and 
well-to-do family in a predominantly Polish part of Prussia. As 
a Social Democratic deputy in the Reichstag, Heine, one of the 
best educated of the few intellectuals in the Party, rapidly became 
an outstanding supporter of Germany's cause in the war. He re
peated most of Calwer's arguments, but did warn that it would 
be well to win the good will of the states which were to be in
cluded in any Central European confederation by guaranteeing 
their independence.111 Heine held, with many of the bourgeois 
exponents of Mitteleruropa that is was Germany's "historical duty" 
to save Europe from Russia by creating a strong ~ntral bloc with 
a preponderance of power in Europe built up around Germany. 
Similar sentiments about Germany's place in a Central European 
federation were expressed by an even better known intellectual 
in the Party, Dr. Eduard David, one of the ablest orators in the 
Reichstag.16 That such feelings were not confined to an educated 
elite within the Party is indicated by the sympathy which the 
Vice-President of the German Builder's Union, August Winnig, 
showed to the efforts of Calwer and the Socialist advocates of 
Mittekwropa.11 

"Ibid. Calwer had been calling for the creation of a continental league 
against Great Britain for a decade: "Englands Absichten und die deutsche 
Sozialdemokratie", So.zialistische Monatshefte, 1905, 919-92.t During the war 
right-wing Social Democrats regretted that this Cassandra had been excluded 
from the Party and so long ignored. See August Winnig, "W eltpolitische Ent
wicklungen" Die Glocke, Nov. 1, 1915, 267. The "Continental Idea" took a 
number of forms· even among Socialists. See Hermann Kranold, "Literatur 
zur Kontinentalpolitik", Die Glocke, II, Sept. 9, 1916, 938 ff. For indication that 
the German Foreign Office was toying with the idea see Kent Forster, The 
Failures of Peace: the Search for a Negotiated Peace during the First World 
War (Philadelphia, 1941), 23. 

15 See his articles in Vorwaerts, Feb. 25, 1915, and the Sozialistische Monat
shefte, July 8, 1915, 628 ff. 

18 Heine's words were reported and rejected by the principal Party paper, 
Vorwaerts, Nov. 11, 1915, which remained under left-wing control. For hos
tile testimony as to the views of David, Heinrich Cunow aI)d Wilhelm Kolb 
see Heinrich Stroebel, "Die Reichskonferenz" in Die Neue Zeit, Sept. 15, 1916, m~ . 

11 loc. cit., 682 ff. 
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A number of the leaders of the right wing of the German 
Party were in touch with the chief bourgeois champion of llfittel
europa, Friedrich Naumann. The latter had consulted Heine and 
David, and in 1916 Social Democrats of trade union background 
like Gustav Noske began collaborating with conservatives and 
industrialists in Naumann's "Working Committee for Mitteleuro
pa."18 There were many aspects of Naumann's approach which 
appealed to Socialists, particularly his emphasis on the supra
national ideal, his professed predisposition for a democratically 
determined Mid-Europe, and his treatment of economic forces 
as fundamental factors in historical progress.19 

Shortly after the publication of his book, Naumann journeyed 
to Austria-Hungary to spread his gospel and consult with sym
pathizers in the Dual Monarchy. He found many of these in the 
local Socialist parties, most of which were experiencing the be
ginnings of a schism on the question of supporting the war simi
lar to, though less serious than that which was splitting the Ger
man sister party. Naumann early made contact with the leader 
of the Czech Social Democratic Party's right wing, which sup
ported the maintenance of the Monarchy within a confederacy 
similar to Naumann's Mitteleuropa.20 The greatest enthusiasts 
for the idea, however, were to be found, as one would expect, among 
the German Socialists of Austria. It was at the request of the 
Austrian Germans that a conference was called for January, 1916 
in Berlin for a discussion of Mitteleuropa among delegates from 
the parties and trade unions of both countries. Although the 
agenda was confined to consideration of economic relations be
tween Austria-Hungary and Germany, the conference did serve 
to advertize the idea of Mitteleuropa to Socialists everywhere. At 
the conference, Dr. Karl Renner, the Austrian Socialist leader 
and expert on the problem of nationalism, espoused N aumann's 
project and was enthusiastically seconded by Heinrich Cunow of 
the German Social Democratic Party.21 Cunow was a man of 
proletarian origin who had educated himself and produced a num-

18 Theodor Heuss, Friedrich Noomawn, der Mann, das Werk, die Zeit 
(Suttgart, 1937), pp. 466, 499 ff. See also Eduard David, Die Sozialdemokratie 
im Weltkrieg (Berlin, 1915), pp. 21 ff. and Naumann, Mitteleuropa, pp. 104 ff. 

11 Mitteleuropa, pp. 104 ff. Cf. Karl Kautsky, Die Vereinigten Staaten Mittel
europas (Stuttgart, 1916), p. 18. See also Grumbach's preface to L'Europe cen
trale, p. xx. 

•• Protokoll der Verhandlungen des Parteitages der deutschen sozialdemokrati
schen Arbeiterpartei in Oesterrich (Vienna, 1917), p. 117; Heuss, op. cit., p. 448, 
498. 

11 See the relatively brief official proceedings, Protokolle der Verhandlungen: 
, Die Bestrebungen fuer eine wirtschaftliche Annaeherung Detuschlands und Oes
, terreich-Unganis (Berlin, 1916). Cf. Die Glocke, II, June 3, 1916 and Die 
Neue Zeit, April 7, 1916. , , 
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her of imposing studies in the fields of social anthropology, eco
nomics and history. He became an ardent advocate of Mid-Europe. 
The famous Austrian Socialist, Dr. Victor Adler, the physician 
who had founded the Party in the Dual Monarchy, was much more 
restrained, and cautioned that Afitteleuropa must not become a 
military bloc directed against the rest of the world.22 

In general, the Marxists of Vienna were inclined to support 
ill ittelewropa as a logical extension of their own domestic pro
gram for federating all the nationalities of the Habsburg Mon
archy in a more homogeneous and harmonious union than that 
provided by the restricted Compromise of 1867. In accordance 
with their remarkably original approach to the nationality prob
lem they supported the preservation of the Danubian Monarchy 
and opposed the various separatist movements designed to secure 
national independence for the different peoples of Austria-Hun
gary.23 For their interest in perpetuating the Habsburg State, 
the leading theorists of the Austrian Social Democratic Party, 
Karl Renner and Otto Bauer, were bitterly attacked by the later 
Bolshevik Commissar for Nationalities, Joseph Stalin.24 Allow
ing complete national self-determination to subject minorities re
mained part of the Russian Marxists' program, if not their policy 
in practice, after their seizure of power. On the other hand, the 
Austrian Marxists could claim that Karl Renner's unique scheme 
for providing broad cultural autonomy within a strong federal 
union was closer to Socialist principle in that it was based upon 
the common economic interests of international classes. As a 
matter of fact, in denying the need of national independence for 
the Slavs of the Habsburg Monarchy, the "Austro-Marxists" might 
have cited the views of Marx and Engels in 1848-1850 just as social 
Democrats in Germany could have supported their country's cause 
in the World vVar by quoting Marx's support of a greater Ger
many against the Danes at the same time.25 On both occasions 
economic determinism was conditioned by national predisposition. 

Nevertheless, the Habsburg Monarchy was supported by the 
German Socialists of Austria on the grounds that it represented 
an advance over the old type of nation-state and consequently 

•• He was quoted by Max Schippel, "Mitteleuropa und Partei'' in Sozialist
ische M onatshefte, May 31, 1916, 537. 

•• No study of the Austrian Socialists' promising approach to their nationality 
problems has yet been published. A brief discussion can be found in Rudolf 
Sieghart, Die letzten Jahrzehnte eiiier Grossmacht (Berlin, 1932), pp. 430 ff . 

.. Joseph Stalin, Marksizm i N ationalnii Vopros (Moscow, 1946), pp. 11 ff. 
•• See for instance Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Revoliition and Coun

ter-Revolution in Germany (New York, 1933), pp. 56ff. Cf. S. F. Bloom, The 
World of Nations: A Study of the National Implications in the Works of Karl 
Marx (New York, 1941), pp. 40 ff. 
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constituted a potential nucleus for a future confederation of Euro
pean peoples. 26 All the more readily, then, could they rally to the 
supranational ideal of Mitteleuropa. The same reasons that had 
been found for supporting the Habsburg State since the beginning 
of the century became even more valid arguments of the Socialist 
advocates of Mittelewropa. Dr. R~mner, in particular, was well 
prepared to lead the way. Long before N aumann's book had ap
peared, Renner had shown the need for some sort of Mid-European 
union. In fact, so many of his arguments were similar to those 
used by Naumann and other bourgeois advocates of Mitteleuropa, 
that he later felt compelled to deny charges of plagiarism.27 He 
had long argued that the national expansion of economic forces 
had made a confederation of the lands drained by the Danube im
perative.28 Before the war he had also pointed out that the world 
was entering a new era of "total" imperialism in which three or 
four great politico-economic blocs would partition the planet, in
cluding unprotected Central Europe unless the latter were able 
to federate in self-defense at once.29 During the war, military mo
ment lent weight to his words about the threat to Middle Europe 
of the Franco-British, Mid-Asiatic (Russian) and Pan-American 
"Internationals" as he dubbed the Allied groups.3° For Renner, 
Russia was the greatest menace for the first three years of the 
war.31 He agreed, too, with German geographers that there was 
a natural geographic unity to the areas occupied by Germany and 
Austria-Hungary.32 

Despite the similarity of his economic, military and geopoliti
cal arguments with those advanced by non-socialist protagonists 
of Mitteleuropa, Renner remained aloof from their projects until 
the publication of Naumann's work. Then the Austrian Socialist 
leader welcomed the latter warmly and defended Naumann against 
attacks by his fellow Socialists. Though admitting that Naumann 
was "a bourgeois opponent of ours," and that most of his asso
ciates were imperialistically inclined, Renner maintained that Nau
mann's project transcended such narrow tendencies and provided 
a practical basis for a free and equal federation of peoples. 33 He 

•• The final statement of this thesis was presented by Karl Renner in the two 
page preface to his Das Selbstbestimm.ungsrecht der Nationen it1 besonderer 
Anwmdung auf Oesterreich (Vienna, 1918). 

21 Oesterreichs Erneuerung (Vienna, 1917), I, 145, 158. 
•• Grundlagen u11d Entwicklungsziele der Oesterreichischeti M onarchie (Vi

enna, 1906), p. 207. 
•• Ibid., p. 237. 
•• Das Selbstbestimmungsrecht, p. 109; Oesterreichs Erneuerung, I, 145 ff., II, 

94 ff. 
11 Oesterreichs Erneuerung, III, 9 ff., 26 ff . 
.. Ibid., III, 2. See Der Kampf, Jan. 1, 1915, 18 ff . 
.. Oesterreichs En1euerung, I, 151; II, 93, 98. 
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further argued that in an age of conflicting world empires, the So
cialist.s would have to change their tactics and support that system 
which had potentialities of developing into a genuine world federa
tion. Renner felt that M ittelewropa offered the opportunity to 
take a step toward that ultimate utopia.34 Moreover, in the mean
time, Mitte"leuropa would mean peace in the heart of Europe by 
putting an end to the friction between its peoples and guaranteeing 
its own independent evolution free from outside interference.35 

Thus Renner was able to exploit that aspect of Marxism which 
permits indefinite postponement of the final Socialist goal by the 
insertion of intermediate stages. The project of Mittelewropa 
emerged from his pages as the war wore on less as a means to a 
distant end and ever more as a final goal itself, a utopia which 
would compensate for all the sufferings of the European "heart
land" during the war and practically usher in the millennium. · In 
fact, the war could be viewed by a moderate reformist like Ren
ner as functioning in the fashion of a Marxian "locomotive of his
tory"-fulfilling the same role as a revolution and thus making 
that latter catastrophe unnecessary in Central Europe.36 

Renner's views awakened wide support within the Dual Mon
archy. The attitude of the German Socia.lists of Austria can be 
explained on the basis of their own economic and organizational 
interests in preserving an empire in which Germans generally en
joyed a relatively privileged · position.37 The same can be main
tained for the support which Hungarian Socialists gave the Mit
teleuropa idea on the grounds of the similar position of the Mag
yars within the Monarchy. Hungarian Socialists repeated and 
developed the main arguments for Mitteleuropa: the concept of ever 
larger states as the postulate of historical evolution and economic 
necessity; the advantages of closer relation with German Social
ists; industrial and agricultural assets ; the protection M itteleuro,pa 
would off er against hostile economic and military combinations, 
and the view of Mid-Europe as a fortress for peace, which, by les
sening the number of states, would lessen friction and serve not 
only to buttress peace, but to lay the basis for a united Socialist 
state.38 

"'Ibid., I, 128. Cf. Selbstbestimmungsrecht, pp. 29. f., 36, 129. 
•• Oesterreichs Erneuerung, I, 159. 
•• Ibid., .I, 156. . 
17 This is suggested by Oscar J aszi, The Dissolution of the H absburg Mon,

archy (Chicago, 1929), p. 207. Cf. Max Schippel, "Mitteleuropa und Partei'' 
loc. cit., p. 535 . . 

"'E. Varga, "Ungarische Sozialdemokraten und Radikale ueber Mitteleuropa" 
in Die Neue Zeit, Sept. 8, 1916, 662. It is interesting to note that Varga himself 
opposed Mitteleuropa for fear of its effect upon Hungarian industrial interests: 
Neue Zeit, May 21, 1915. 

• 
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It was in the Reich, however, that nationalist overtones in So
cialist support for the Mitteleuropa idea are most clearly evident. 
The growing group of "Social Imperialists", as they came to be 
called, expanded Renner's arguments to their logical extreme. These 
right-wing German Social Democrats repudiated the principle 
of national self-determination (except where applicable to Ger
mans!) and substituted the Austrian Socialists' concept of cul
tural autonomy to ma.ke the supranational state of Mi:tteleuropa 
tolerable to its subjects.39 In general, German Social Democrats 
advanced the same three major reasons for Mitteleuropa that had 
already been put forward by bourgeois proponents of the idea. 40 

First, Central Europe was a natural economic unit, all of whose 
inhabitants would profit from a common bond.41 Special stress 
was laid on the advantage to accrue to Central European prole
tariats from close association with Germany in a Mid-European 
super-state.42 In the second place, historical heritage and com
mon traditions linked the peoples of Central Europe. Renner had 
seen this as the great contribution of the Habsburgs, but in the 
Reich Socialists spoke of the Holy Roman Empire of the German 
Nation and of the Grossdeutsch idea. 43 Thirdly, M itteleuropa was 
the means whereby Germany might preserve peace by shoring up 
the balance of power against East and West. The international 
traditions of the Socialist movement made some reference to the 
ultimate hope of a European league or some step beyond the mere 
balance of power desirable, but far less was said about such ideals 
in Germany than in Austria-Hungary, where Renner's hopes for 
a universal solution of the problem of nationalism had produced 
a fourth argument for Mitteleuropa ignored by "practical" trade 
unionists and Socialist partisans of Real,politik in the Reich.44 

The latter went on to identify the Socialist goal with a German 
victory: German imperialism and Marxian internationalism were 
made to coincide. The link was found in what was hailed as the 

•• At the first session of the German Social Democratic Party's steering com
mittee in 1916, the chairman, Friedrich Ebert, presented the arguments of an 
Italian Socialist of Trieste against Socialistic support for the principle of national 
self-determination. Protokoll der Sitzung des Parteiausschusses, Jan. 7-9, 1916. 

•• Felix Gilbert, loc. cit., pp. 58 ff. has pointed out that these three elements 
constantly recur in arguments for Mitteleuropa of whatever origin. 

"See, for example, the article by the trade union leader, Wilhelm Jansson, 
"Mitteleuropaeische Agrarfragen" in Die Glocke, II, Jan. 6, 1917, 540; and the 
pamphlet by the Social Democratic economist, Hermann K_ranold, Der deutsch
oesterreichische Wirtschaftsbund als sozialdemokratische Aufgabe (Berlin, 1915), 
pp. 13 ff. 

, .. Hugo Poetzsch, "Das °Imperium urid die Arbeiter," Sozialistische Monats
hefte, Mar. 2, 1916, 195 ff. paints a picture of great material improvement for the 
worker to be. made. possible by a political an_d economic union. 

•• H. Kranold, op. cit., p. 9. 
"Ibid., p. 3, 14. Cf. Jansson, loc. cit. 
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peculiarly German genius for organization, an expression which 
was thrown around with tremendous enthusiasm and served as a 
shibboleth for the Social Imperialists.411 Again it was Karl Ren
ner who had actually suggested how Socialism might profit from 
the growth of great monopolies within capitalism, and then from 
the extension of state control under the pressure of war. 46 There
upon the Reich Socialists stepped forth to claim that the organi
zation of German industry had reached such a point that Ger
many alone of all the countries of the world was ripe for Socialism 
and in fact, was actually being transformed into a socialized state 
by the war.47 This idea was developed especially by Paul Lensch, 
a former crony of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg and edi
tor of the strongly leftist Leipziger V olkszeitwng. He had veered 
to the far right of the German Social Democratic Party shortly 
after the outbreak of war and was to become the most spectacular 
of the Social Imperialists. There was no question in his mind as 
to the character of Mitte.leuropa for he wrote of " ... that essen
tially German Central Europe ... a unitary power-group of 130 
million men . . . welded together by Germany's organizing ca
pacity, enriched by Germany's economic power, leavened with 
German science ... "48 Since 1915 he had maintained that such 
a state would advance the cause of international Socialism.49 The 
primary requisite for this was a resounding victory for Germany 
in the war. Never before had Marxian determinism been so con
sistently employed to support what was frankly recognized as im
perialism. 

Paul Lensch was ever loath to admit, however, that patriotic 
sentiment and the nationalistic cast of his own Prussian-bureau
cratic family background might have had anything to do with his 

•• Poetzsch, loc. cit., p. 198. See Paul Lensch, Drei Jahre Weltrevolution 
(Berlin, 1917), as well as Lensch's contribution to Die Arbeiterschaft im neuen 
Deutschland, "Die Neugestaltung der Wirtscaftsordnung," p. 139. 

"Renner developed this point of view most fully in his Marxismus, Krieg, und 
Internationale (2nd edition, Vienna, 1918). A hostile Socialist critic branded his 
vision of "War Socialism" as "potato-Socialism" since he insisted it was in
spired by government rationing of potatoes! Cited by Julius Braunthal, In Search 
of the Millenium (London, 1945), p. 187. But compare Renner's defense against 
this type of charge in an article reprinted from the Vienna Arbeiter Zeitung by 
the Chemnitz Volksstimme, April 21, 1915. Emil Lederer presented a fair and 
penetrating analysis of the whole argument in "Zeit~emaesse W andlungen der 
sozialistischen !dee und Theorie" in Archiv fuer Sozialwissenschaft und Sozial-
politik (Tuebingen, 1918), ed. by E. Jaffe et al., XLV, 293. · 

" See, Poetzsch, loc. cit., p. 195; Lederer, loc. cit., p. 282, and H. · Cunow, 
"Parteipsychologisches," N eue Zeit, Dec. 28, 1917, 295. · 

"Paul Lensch, Three Years of World Revolution, (London, 1918), p. 175. 
'" Cited by Lederer, loc. cit., 282. Lensch was an early supporter of Franz 

von Liszt's Mitteleuropa, and claimed the doubtful glory of having coined the 
term "War Socialism". Die deutsche Sozialdemokratie und der Weltkrieg (Ber
lin, 1915), pp. 62 ff.; Die Sozialdemokratie: /hr Ende und /hr Glueck, pp. 68 ff., 
113 ff., 189. 
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support of Germany's cause. Another determinist "renegade" 
from the extreme left wing of the pre-war Party to the Social Im
perialists' camp in the war, Konrad Haenisch, was apparently more 
candid. The son of a well-to-do physician and the Baroness von 
Foerstner, Haenisch put aside his radical proclivities on the out
break of the war and volunteered :for service with the simple formu
la, Deutscluand ueber alles / 50 During his short term of duty on the 
Eastern front he penned letters fairly dripping with patriotic out
pourings for the national cause.H Discharged from duty due to 
poor eyesight, he returned to Berlin, where his myopia did not pre
vent him from turning out a number of emotional pamphlets in 
support of the war and becoming the editor of the right-wing pe
riodical, Die Glocke, in whose pages he rang all the changes on the 
desirability of replacing the old refrain, "From Meuse to Memel" 
with the new battle theme, "From Hamburg to Bagdad !"52 Here, 
too, and in the Prussian House of Representatives as well he hailed 
a Mid-European superstate, made in Germany, declaring in Sep
tember 1916: "Germany merges now into llfitteleur·opa," and wish
fully maintaining a year later that Mitteleu,ropa was taking its 
proper place alongside the other great world-empires.53 Haenisch 
joined his trusted mentor Lensch and August Winnig, the trade 
union leader, in wishing :for the appearance of a new type of states
man, half industrial magnate, half trade union executive, to as
sume the leadership of this German and Mid-European empire.54 

,vfonig at last found his hero fifteen years later in the person of 
Adolf Hitler.55 

Still during the war, however, his associates Lensch and Haen
isch anticipated the Nazi movement at least in the matter of no
menclature, insofar as they inspired in part and generally sup
ported the "National Socialism" propounded by Professor Johann 
Plenge of the Muenster university, a political philosopher well 
versed in the ramifications of Marxist theory. Plenge championed 

•• A. Winnig, Vom Proletariat zum Arbeitertum (Hamburg, 1930), p. 123. 
Cf. Heinrich Stroebel, Die Kriegschuld der Rechtssozialisten (Berlin, 1919), 
p. 23; The German Revolution and After (London, 1923), p. 24. 

• 1 His letters to an old friend, Rudolf Franz, are in the Hoover War Library, 
Stanford, Calif., and constitute the "Haenisch Collection" there. See, especially, 
his letter of Nov. 21, 1914 ending "Mit deutschnationalem, teutonisch-germanis
chem Vaterladstumgruss !" 

•• Die Glocke, II, Sept. 16, 1916, 974. 
•• Ibid., and W oertliche Berichte ueber die Verhandlitngen der Pre11ssischen 

Abgeo·rdnetenhauses, (Nov. 15, 1917) , p. 6063. 
•• See Haenisch's speeches in the Prussian House of Representatives, Steno

graphische Berichte ueber die Verhandlungen der Preussischen Abgeordneten
hauses, (June 5-8, 1918), pp. 10218, 10392, and 10408 ff. Cf. Hans Herzfeld, 
"Paul Lensch. Eine Entwicklung vom Marxisten zum nationalen Sozialen," Ar
chiv fuer Politik und Geschichte, V, (Berlin, 1927), 296 ff. 

•• A. Winnig, op. cit., pp. 132 ff. The book ends with "Heil Hitler!" 
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M_ittelewropa as the product of the German "spirit of organiza
tion" and maintained that it would serve as the prototype for a 
future world society.56 Mid-Europe must be the product of Ger
man Macht in its inception and Germany would interpret Plenge's 
so-called "Socialist" principle, to each European nation should 
go Lebensr(JfUm, according to its needs. Plenge insisted that it was 
a dictate of Marxist materialism for the strongest and best or
ganized state to take the initiative in coordinating Europe along 
economic lines. Plenge repudiated N aumann's M-itteleuropa as 
too "idealistic".n From Plenge's point of view, Realpolitik rather 
than Mittelewrop·a's potentialities for eventually ripening into an 
international utopia was the primary consideration, and this re
quired domination of the continent by a power bloc able to pre
vent the anticipated exploitation of a divided Europe by his Pan
American Frankenstein, Gesamtamerika. He envisioned a Socialist 
Europe overcoming the capitalist colossus of North America and 
eoined what he called Mitteleurr<>pa'., "Monroe Doctrine":-"Against 
U. S. A. and Usury !"118 This represented the extreme position of 
those who talked about organizing a United States of Europe as 
a counterweight to the United States of America, an idea rather 
loosely used by many advocates of Mitteleuropa, bourgeois and So
cialist alike.119 "' 

Lensch and Haenisch, together with their academic ally, the 
self-styled "National Socialist" Professor Plenge, had made Mit
teleuropa essentially a matter of military and economic strategy 
in the immediate interests of German imperialism. Their project 
was hardly open to the charge of un-Marxian utopianism. On the 
other hand, the advocates of Mitteleuropa among the Austrian So
cialists, as well as the majority of its supporters in the German 
Social Democratic Party, had been inclined to base their support 
on the belief that Mid-Europe would be a beginning in the break
ing down of barriers between peoples, a noble ideal perhaps ap
pearing too utopian to the more rigid Marxian determinists, but 
still in keeping with the pacifistic traditions of the Second Inter
national. Yet practically all Socialists who had 'been moved . to 
support Mittelewropa had gone on to employ argument similar to 
those used by its bourgeois and imperialist proponents. The con
cept of the closed economic entity as the future center of world 

"Der Geburt der Veriwnft, pp. 82 ff. See also his Durch Umsturz ,zum Auf
bau (Muenster, 1918), pp. 30 ff. Cf. K. Kautsky, "Die Wendung zum National-
sozialismus im Kriege," Neue Zeit, May 16, 1917, 568. . , · 

"'Durch Umsturz, pp. 30 ff. 
11 Ibid., pp. 57ff. . 
"Liszt, op. cit., p. 38; Ritter, op. cit., p. 17; Ludwig .Quessel, "Sozialim-

perialismus,'' Sozialistische Monatshefte, July 20, 1916, 737. 
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power blocs, the tenets of Geopolitics, the assumption of contin
uing post-war economic and political hostility involving the need 
of Mid-Europe as a protective grouping to preserve a balance of 
power between continental systems and so keep the peace-all 
these and others, too, were accepted and developed by Socialists 
~riting on M ittleuropa. In the main they had done so by adapting 
the dialectic to the propaganda of imperialism. Thus more than 
thirty years before' "the onset of the "Cold War" it was revealed 
how Marxism might be made the vehicle of national expansion. . . . . 
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WILLIAM EDWARD DODD: HISTORIAN ·oF THE 
OLD SOUTH 

JACK K. >WILLIAMS 

A galaxy of historians was awakened after 1900 to .the fact that 
there had been no adequate studies made of the American South. 
Having noted this deficiency, these historians began a deterniined 
search of the source materials. Three from this advance host of 
searchers have been recognized as outstanding: William Archibald 
Dunning, Ulrich Bonnell Phillips, and William Edward Dodd. 
Of the three, Dodd was the less scientific, but the more imaginative 
and controversial figure. 

Born October 21, 1869, in Clayton, North Carolina, William 
E. Dodd was of the new South's first generation. As a youth he 
listened, doubtlessly with ready ear, to the many tales spun with 
suitable exaggeration by local veterans of the great war, and he 
heard from his elders the sordid reports of carpetbagger and scala
wag rule. He was witness to the early efforts of Southern people 
as they took inventory of the ruins about them and began their 
rebuilding program. His adolescent years, like those of the young
er Ulrich B. Phillips from Georgia, were in many ways conducive 
to a future of writing and teaching Southern history. 

Dodd's collegiate education began in 1891 at the Virginia Poly
technic Institute. Here he was graduated with honor in 1895, ac
cepting upon graduation a teaching fellowship there which he held 
until he was awarded the Master of Science degree by the history 
department in 1897. Convinced that he should make the study of 
history his life's work, Dodd embarked the following year for 
Germany, enrolled as a graduate student in the University of Leip
zig, and received his Doctor of Philosophy degree in 1900. His 
doctoral dissertation, written in German, bore the title, Jefferson's 
Riickkehr Zur Politik, 1796. This study marked the young his
torian as pro-Jeffersonian in his thought, and this was important, 
for the years which followed could neither remove nor dull that 
particular tatoo.1 

Dodd returned from Germany in 1900, married Martha Jones 
of Auburn, North Carolina, and accepted in 1901 a teaching posi
tion offered by the Randolph-Macon Woman's College in Virginia. 
There he set to work teaching, writing, editing papers and articles, 
and organizing historical groups. In 1903 his Life of N athankl 

1 See "Historical Notes,'' American Historical Review, XLV (April, 1940), 
756-57. 
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M aeon was published. In 1905 he lent his hand to the translation 
of a thesis by Lamprecht, the great German scientific historian, 
and in 1907 his Jerfferson Davis made its appearance. Having thus 
established his reputation as teacher and author, he was offered, in 
1908, a position at the University of Chicago. Accepting the of
fer; Dodd entered upon a second phase of his ascensive career. 

The libraries and archives of Chicago were rich in materials 
on the American South, and Dodd fell to work with a tireless de
termination. In 1911 his Statesmen of the Old S()uth was pub
lished. Ewpmn8ion and Conflict followed in 1915, and the remark
able little book, The Cotton Kingdom, came out in 1919. A hasty 
biography of Woodrow Wilson appeared in 1920, followed in 1924-
26 by the publication or four volumes of Wilson papers and 
speeches. In 1928 the writer offered the public both his textbook 
on American history for secondary schools, and his slight but in
teresting Lvncoln or Lee. In addition to these ten volumes of his
tory, Dodd wrote numerous professional articles for publication, 
edited a successful series of texts, The Riverside History of the 
United States, and accepted invitations to lecture on historical sub
jects at a number of colleges and universities.2 Nor did his repu
tation as a teacher suffer as a result of this heavy work load. Dur
ing the two decades graduate students arrived at Chicago in ever
increasing numbers to enroll for Dodd's seminars and lecture class
es. These students, by propagandizing their major professor, have 
made Dodd perhaps more famed as a teacher than as an author. 

Dodd's books on Wilson, his strong attachment to the ideals o~ 
Jeffersonian democracy, and his several political articles (which 
came at a rapid clip after 1920) combined to bring his career 
to the attention of the nation's leaders, who considered assigning 
him a public duty far removed from the classroom and library. 
Late in 1933 this assignment came, and the historian who so ad
mired "pure democracy" was unwisely sent as ambassador to to
talitarian Germany. Here again was a phase in his career, a phase 
in which he found little honor and no pleasure. 

As ambassador. to Hitler's Germany, Dodd has been judged by 
most critics to have been a failure.3 With American :foreign policy 

• Two of these schools, Emory University in 1920 and the University of 
Alabama in 1923, presented Dodd with Doctor of Literature degrees. 

• Dodd was .not expecting the appointment. That same year he accepted the 
presidency of the American Historical Association. It is interesting to note 
a few of the estimates made of Dodd respecting his four years of foreign ser
vice. One critic wrote an opinion of Dodd, the ambassador, under the 'title 
"Public Enemies." This writer felt that Dodd was handicapped by "his fa
miliarity with and affection for the sentimental liberal Germany of · his student 
days." (Anonymous, · Un.official Observer [New York, 1934), p. 382). An
other writer stated that, "Dodd has proven himself to be a weak choice. He 
was not the fighter needed during the early days of the Hitler regime. • •• he 
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of the period being an ill-fated attempt at compromise between 
the demands of fur-rubbing, evangelistic isolationists and saber
rattling, irascible interventionists, perhaps no American ambassa
dor to 1933-1939 Germany could have been a success. Dodd, at any 
rate, was ingloriously recalled. In so far as historical work was 
concerned, he had, for the most part, lost four years. He had 
found time to complete a volume entitled, The Old S(Y/J,th: Strug
gks F<>1' Democracy, but that work represented only one of four 
volumes planned, and the four year lag in his research had ir
reparably upset the author's ambitious schedule. 

Dodd was unable to resume his writing after 1938. Sick in 
body and spirit, he lacked the necessary stamina. His last years 
were spent at Round Hill, Virginia, in an e:ff ort to regain his 
health. During the afternoon of February 9, 1940, death claimed 
the man who had written fifteen volumes of history, had penned 
in excess of fifty historical articles for leading journals and re
views, had guided, directed, and inspired students of American 
history for thirty-two years, and who had served his government 
in a thankless ambassadorial position for fifty-four trying months.4 

In an anlysis of Dodd's volumes, several facts of classification 
may be noted. Six of the fifteen are biographies, five are edi
torial works, and four are general historical monographs. Ten 
volumes deal with men and events of the American South, the 
remaining five with a single man, Woodrow Wilson. In the ten 
original volumes the central accent is on the interpretation of facts 
rather than their mere presentation. The author of the fifteen 
volumes may be indexed as a historian whose field of concentra
tion was the ante-bellum South, a scholar whose interest lay in 
determining trends and drawing generalizations, and a writer 
whose greatest skill was in the descriptive presentation of the 
lives of great men. 

lacks influence in the right quarters" (Wayne F. Palmer, "Men of State," The 
New Outlook [May, 1934], p. 37). On the other hand, Robert M. Lovett de
clared that Dodd was in a class with "Everett, Motley, Lowell, and White." 
Dodd was prone to judge all men by their knowledge of history, Lovett wrote, 
and once expressed his contempt for Hitler by remarking, "He knows no history!" 
(New Republic [March J, .1941], pp. 315-16). Charles E. Merriam believed Dodd 
to have been an able an9 courageous diplomat. If Dodd failed, he wrote, he 
failed only in "refusing to connive with the representatives . . . of appeasement 
... " (William E. Dodd ' as Statesman," University of Chicago Magazine [May, 
1940], p. 9). . 

' Biographical information was obtained from the following sources : Albert 
N. Marquis (ed.), Who's Who In America (24 vols., Chicago, 1899-), XX, 
758; The New York Times, February 9, 1940, p. 21, February W, 1940, p.'48; 
Nation Magazine, XV (February, 1940), 268; "Historical Notes," lac. cit., 756,57; 
"Historical News and Notices," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XXVI 
(A.pril, 1940), 666. 
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The Life of N atli,aniel M aeon, Dodd's first volume, was pub
lished in 1903.5 Nathaniel Macon was a lesser figure in American 
history, a North Carolina delegate to the United States Congress 
for thirty-seven years. His name is remembered chiefly due to its 
incorporation by a Georgia city and a Virginia college, and a full 
length study of his life is not necessarily a notable contribution 
to the field of historical literature. The work served, however, as 
a: vehicle for Dodd's pro-Jeffersonian thesis. The author saw Ma
con in a dual role: as an undiscovered old South figure who "ac
tually believed" in Jeffersonian democracy,6 and as an above
average lawmaker whose career offered background proof that the 
Civil War was fought on purely economic grounds.7 The bi
ography resolves into a work based on those two theses. The book 
is well done, although the style is somewhat stilted. James Schoul
er is used repeatedly when reference is made to secondary sources, 
but the volume generally shows evidence of much original scholar
ship. Not an outstanding success, it was well received, and offered 
assurance to its author that his future efforts would merit full pro
fessional attention. 8 

Unlike his first offering, Dodd's second book was about a well 
known and much discussed figure in American history, the able but 
tragic president of the recalcitrant Confederate States.9 The work 
thus becomes a more ambitious undertaking. The greater portion 
of four years were required for its completion. As in the case of 
his Natli,aniel Macon, Dodd's biography of Jefferson Davis is based 
on adequate research. Immediately noticeable is an improved lit
erary style and a clearer chronological arrangement of events.10 

Perhaps the primary characteristic of the book is found in its 
many abrupt generalizations-some decidely doubtful, others in
tensely provoking. To cite examples, the author, defending Davis' 
weakness for whiskey, writes that John C. Calhoun was, "in his 
day, perhaps · the only really prominent figure in the social and 
political life of the Capitol who was never known to drink to 
excess."11 A study of the lives of Andrew Jackson, John Q. 

• William E. Dodd, Life of Nat'haniel Macon (Raleigh, 1903), 443 pt,. 
• Ibid., p. 401. 
• Ibid., pp. 102, 213. . 
• For example, see the review by Paul S. Pierce in American Historical Re

view, X (October, 1904), 191-92. 
• William E. Dodd, Jefferson Davis (Philadelphia, 1907), 396 pp. 
10 Dodd's literary style .has been the subject of much comment, the bulk 

being unfavorable. Typical of such comment is a statement by one editor that 
Dodd's "racy, rollicking style . ' .. carries the reader along with gusto ... Be
tween capital and period one frequently meets the whole gamut of punctuation 
known to composition ... " Wendell H. Stephenson, "A Half Century of South
ern Historical Scholarship," Journal of Southern History, XI (February, 1945), 
29. 

11 Jefferson Davis, p. 47. 
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Adams, and Martin Van Buren will not; of course, substantiate 
such a statement. Again, Dodd writes that the secession of South 
Carolina from the Union had the immediate effect of causing 
"thousands" to regret the votes "they had given for Lincoln and 
Hamlin."12 No sources are given for the statement, and it is, at 
best, debatable. The bold usage of the word "thousands" is typical 
of Dodd's distaste for the precise or punctilious. The entire sen
tence stands as an example of his unwillingness to forego the 
application of intuition to the writing of history. A third of 
Dodd's broad conclusions declares that Robert E. Lee, although 
otherwise a great general, was at no time able properly "to use 
a victory," and missed sundry opportunities for destroying his 
enemy.13 Here, indeed, one may find basis for hot argument. Was 
it Lee's lack of military genius or the South's lack of men and 
materials which prevented annihilation of the Yankee's retreat
ing legions1 Was it Lee or Lee's lieutenants who at times 
"bungled the joM" One additional statement of an impeachable 
nature tells us that the men and women of the Confed~ate 
state "longed ... [for the] powerful hand of a dictator."U It 
is hard to reconcile such a sentence with the known bitterness 
and proved hostility of the Georgia, Arkansas, North Carolina, 
and Louisiana people toward Davis as a result of his efforts to 
enforce martial law over areas of their states. 

The successes of N athani:d M aeon and Jefferson Davis prompted 
Dodd to continue his research on Southern political figures. In 
1911 he completed a volume entitled, Statesmen of The OU South,u 
a book which uses the life stories of three leaders as a medium for 
tracing the history of the South from the first days of Jeffersonian 
influence to the close of the Civil War. The book is concerned with 
the lives and times of Jefferson, Calhoun, and Davis, and is some
what unique in its method of allowing one biographical sketch 
to mesh smoothly with another, producing an over-all portrait of 
the South fighting a prolonged and ever-losing battle. As in his 
first book, two strong convictions may be found in the pages of 
Dodd's Statesrrn,en: a heavy bias favoring Jefferson, and a firm 
belief that economic factors caused the cleavage between the sec
tions. "Were [Jefferson] still with us," Dodd writes, "[he] would 
speedily repudiate any and all who deny the full and complete ap
plication of the doctrine of democracy, that is the democracy of 
Lincoln as against slavery, .of Bryan as against Wall street, of 

11 Ibid., p. 195. 
10 Ibid., pp. 273, 287. 
"Ibid., p. 317. 
15 William E. Dodd, Statesmen of the Old S01,th, (New York, 1911), 242 pp. 
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the West as against the East. Jefferson would have been a popu
list in 1892 or an insurgent in 1910."16 Dodd discovers in Cal
houn a "wonderful trait" of dynamic imagination, the sort which 
enabled Americans possessing it to span a hostile continent. Of 
Calhoun, Dodd writes that "here, like Jefferson, was an ardent 
patriot." The author adds nothing respecting Davis which is not 
found in his 1907 full~dress biography of that ''true aristocrat." 

The Statesmen of The Old South is delightful reading. Dodd 
shows here his unusual skill at interpreting the past in terms of 
the present, and of "applying to men and measures the tests of 
his own radical democracy."17 The book is a small volume, made 
up of three essays, and was not meant to be a study of special 
importance. It presents no new historical truth and shows no ex
tensive use of primary materials. "It has," notes one reviewer, 
"been superseded by much subsequent research."18 

Having written three biographical volumes on Southern states
men, Dodd apparently felt, after 1911, that the time was ripe for 
trying his hand at history of a more general nature. Two basically 
different works, Exparnsion and Conflwt and The Cotton King
dom, were the results. 

Expansion and Conflict, volume three of the Dodd-edited series, 
Riverside History of The United States,19 is an excellent presen
tation of the American political, social, and ecomonic scene from 
the first administration of Andrew Jackson to that of Andrew 
Johnson. "Nowhere is Dodd's skill better revealed," writes one 
scholar, "He appreciated the basic forces at work in our history 
and discerned their relative importance. Here again his primary 
purpose was to describe and analyze the setting-to off er an inter
pretation. "20 Expansion and Conflict states afresh the thesis that 
economic factors bred the Civil War.21 New to Dodd's readers, 
however, is the author's evaluation of Lincoln. One gains the im
pression that Dodd believed the great emancipator to have been 
more statesmanlike as a legislator than as a president. In mat• 
ters of style and readability, Expansion and Conflwt is probably 
Dodd's outstanding work. He is at his best when presenting con
densed description and explanation of the larger and more decisive 
events of American history.22 

· " Ibid., p. 2. , 
11 John H. Latane in American Historical Review, XVII (July, 1912), 

880-81. . . 
11 James W. Patton to the writer, February 15, 1947. 
10 William E. Dodd,Expan.rion and Conflict (New York, 1915), 353 pp. 
•• Ralph B. Flanders to the writer, February 15, 1947. 
11 See, Expan.rion and Conflict, pp. 277, 290, 328. 
11 Thomas D. Oark to the writer, February 17, 1947; Wesley M. Gewehr to 

the writer, February 12, 1950. 
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The Ootwn Kingdom23 is recognized as the author's most val~ 
uable book. A small volume, it was written as number twenty
seven of the Ohron«Jles of America series, and has brought Dodd 
his most widely accepted claim to fame. It contains, aptly notes 
one historian, "enough ideas for a shelfful of books."2 ~ The Cot
ton Kingdom is a picture of the ante-bellum South, a picture which 
is a marvel of description, suggestion, and definition. The author 
portrays the South in its many aspects. A chapter is concerned 
with plantation slavery, life, and custom; another with the planter 
and political power; one with the transportation system and al
lied problems of an agricultural economy; one with the mass of 
small farm owners, yeoman and poor white alike; another with 
the growth and influence of the church and school. No outstand
ing particular of the old South is neglected, and none given un
warranted attention. In every chapter appear suggestions for 
future work by interested researchers, and in every chapter ap
pear conclusions, great and small, which demand further investiga
tion. Not a Life and Labor in The Old S<YUth-for Dodd has not 
used original sources in such quantity as Phillips-The Oott<Yn 
Kingdom is, nevertheless, a thesis "which is, and will continue to 
be read, and which has enough truth in it to make it an historical 
work of permanent value."211 Dodd's portrait of the South is .per
haps too rosy, perhaps based too heavily on conditions within the 
state of Virginia, and perhaps offered in too vivid a comparison 
with modern social and economic forces. 26 If such charges are 
true, they stand alone as the faults of a near perfect study. The 
slender volume remains today a valuable beginning point for his
torical study of the ante-bellum South. It is one of the major 
works which have moved the subject of the old South out of the 
"purely local category" and have made it a field "of very wide in
terest indeed."27 

Dodd's next book, his panegyrical biography of Woodrow Wil
son, was perhaps offered as political propaganda for · the League 
of Nations idea in world politics, or perhaps as an undisguised 
euology.28 At any rate, the book is not good historical biography. 
It received few favorable reviews at the time of its publication, and 

•• William E. Dodd, The Cotton Kingdom (New Haven, 1919), 161 pp. 
"Michael Kraus, A History of American. History (New York, 1937), p. 542. 
•• Henry T. Shanks to the writer, February 6, 1947. 
•• Arthur R. Cole in Mississippi VaJley Historical Review, VI (Decem-

ber, 1919), 421-22. ' 
"James W. Patton to the writer, February 15, 1947. Leonard W. Laba

ree to the writer, February 5, 1947. Thomas D. Clark to the writer, February, 
17, 1947. . 

'"William E. Dodd, Woodrow Wilson and His Work (New York, 1920), 
454 pp. 
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has not been vindicated currently.29 There seems to be no ade
quate explanation for it. A scholar of demonstrated skill in one 
field of history had left that field, had attempted to write the full 
life study of a contemporary figure, and had bogged himself at 
once in a · morass of personal prejudice favoring his subject. The 
result was a poor volume which seriously damaged the writer's 
reputation. The book became the nadir of Dodd's career as an 
author; and for eight years following its publication, he wrote 
little else except articles in justification of his pro-Wilson bias.30 

Dodd's first original work following the Wilson biography was 
a slight but entertaining volume in 1928, entitled Lirwoltn or Lee.31 

This little book is another of Dodd's offerings in the field of pen 
portraiture. The lives of two outstanding men in an era of Ameri
can history are treated historically and somewhat psychologically, 
and the question posed, "Which was the greater 1" Dodd is the 
admirer and critic of both figures, but Lee-although less the dem
ocratr--is his -favorite. It could hardly be otherwise with a writer 
born in the South during the -high noon of reconstructio~, given 
his foundation education at the feet of sundry Johnny Rebs, and 
married to a similarly tutored Southern girl. Lincoln or Lee has 
an · unusual charm. Nothwithstanding sentences which vary in 
length from one to one hundred fifty-two words, the volume is 
easy reading, and should appeal especially to the casual browser 
among historical monographs-for whom, presumably, it was writ
ten.32 The book occupies no high spot in the critical bibliographies 
cf either Lincoln or Lee .. 

Following the publication of Lincoltn or Lee, Dodd began se
rious work on his major plan of doing a multi-volume valedictory 
work on the old South. From 1928 until 1933, he worked toward 
this goal; Ari unfortunate interruption came in the latter year 
when he w~.s sent to. Germany a$ American ambassador. Return
ing to the United States in 1938; a sick man, he was unable to re
~rtrne his writing. pne volume, however, had been completed, an~ 
was published. · · · 

.1:hi~ last offering by Dodd, .The Old Squth: Struqgles For De
rnocr(l,(Jy, is a history of Virginia, Maryland, and the Carolinas 

•• For examples, see Lester B. Shippee in Mississippi Valley Historical 
Review, VIII (December, 1921), 275-78; Edward S. Corwin in American 
Historical Review, XXVII .(January, 1922), 334-37. -, 

••.For ·examples, see "The ··Social and Political Background of Woodrow 
Wilson," Journal of Political Economy, XXV (March, 1917), 261-81; "Presi
dent Wilson, His Treaty;' and His Reward," World's. Work, XXXIX · (March, 
1920), 440-47; "Woodrow Wilson--"-Ten Years After;' Contemporary Review, 
CXXXV (January; 1929), 26-38; 

• 11 William E. Dodd; LJncoln or Lee (New York, 1928); 177 pp. 
•• See, Lincoln or Lee, pp. 3-4, 94. · 
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prior to 1690.33 As a contribution to historical evaluation of co
lonial America, the book is disappointing. The theme of the vol
ume is pure democracy. Dodd sets out to trace the growth of 
democratic ideals in Virginia and her environs, and inakes an at
tempt to show a seventeenth century movement which, had it been 
successful, might well have become a utopia of representative gov
ernment. The author allows himself to become too deeply ab
sorbed in his thesis, documents his contentions with too few origi
nal sources, and historians generally refuse to accept the work 
as proved fact or reasonable conclusion.a. The volume became 
Dodd's longest, but it assumes the position of second from the 
bottom when compared as to value with his other offerings. The 
publication of the book marked the end of a long road for the 
author.311 It is somewhat tragic that this final milestone has not 
served him well. 

The many articles written by Dodd between the years 1910 and 
1930 are of varied importance, and from them the writer gained 
some measure of fame. The articles fall into two distinct classi
fications: the historical articles, printed usually in professional 
journals and reviews, and the political articles, found for the most 
part in newspapers and popular periodicals. Several of the for
mer type essays were incorporated in substance in books which 
were to follow.36 Most, however, must be catalogued apart from 
the author's published volumes. There is, for example, a dual 
series of articles on Lincoln and Andrew Jackson which appeared 
in the late 1920's in The Century Magazine,37 and which are of 
the highest caliber. In none of his books is Dodd more lucid or 
more descriptive. The highlight story of Lincoln's life from the 
afternoon of the first Douglas debate to the critical morning when 
Robert E. Lee marched his tattered army into Maryland . is an 

•• William E. Dodd, The Old South: Struggles for Democracy (New 
York, 1937), 312 pp. 

"'To cite examples, Leonard W. Labaree states that the work was a great 
disappointment (Letter to the writer, February 5, 1947) ; Henry T. Shanks 
found the book "tedious and heavy" (Letter to the writer, February 6, 1947); 
James W. Patton questions the existence of the democratic movement in the 
seventeenth century South as described by Dodd (Letter to the writer, Feb
ruary 15, 1947). 

•• A diary of Dodd's observations as ambassador to Germany, edited and 
'published after his -death by his son and daughter, has little place in a discus
sion· of his historical writings. 

•• Two representative articles of this sort are: "The Emergence of the 
First Social Order in the United States," American Historical Review, XL 
(January, 1935), 217-31; "The Social Philosophy of the Old South," Ameri
can Journal of Sociology, XXIII (May, 1918), 735-46. 

•• "The Rise of Abraham Lincoln," CXIII (March, 1927), 569-84; ·~Lin
coln's Last Struggle," CXIV (May, 1927), 41-61; "The Making of Andrew 
Jackson," (;XL (March, 1926), 531-38 ~ "Andrew Jackson and His Enemies," 
CXI (April, 1926), 734-45. 
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outstanding example of great skill in the field of condensed writ
ing. . One of the author's more valuable historical articles is his 
''Profitable Fields of Investigation in American History," printed 
in 1913 in. the .American Historical Review.3 1! Here Dodd berated 
historians for their evaluation of many Southern leaders, and for 
their failure to consider in a common light the ante-bellum debtor 
sections of the South and West. An accurate history, Dodd pro
claimed with reference to the first condemnation, "would award as 
high honors to Calhoun as to Webster, to Jefferson Davis as to 
Ch/l,rles Sumner ... "39 

The political articles published by Dodd reflect the crusading 
spirit which was so much a part of his political philosophy. Dodd 
was ever-ready, indeed over-eager, to present historical fact as 
prognosticative evidence supporting his muckraking, and his politi
cal articl~ and "letters to the editor" were often the products of 
considerable research.•0 A reading of typical titles of Dodd's 
political articles serves best to indicate the nature of their con
tents: "When Washington Tried Isolation"; "Freedom of Speech 
in the South"; "Political Corruption of the Public: Fifty Years 
Ago and Today"; "Shall Our Farmers Become Peasants?"; and, 
"Our Growing Habit of Lawlessness."u 

. The published writings of Dodd are not a full measure of his 
professional stature. He was for thirty-two years a teacher who 
advised and directed the preparatory studies of many of today's 
outstanding historians.•2 Soft-spoken, and given to awkward ges
tures, Dodd is not remembered as a good platform speaker. Yet 
his lectures rarely failed to command close attention a.nd to inspire 
the listener. He held his audience by "unexpected turns of thought 
and language." Possessed with a fine but quiet sense of humor, 
with a sort .of sixth sense about what should be the facts of his
tory, and with an enthusiastic desire to "recreate the scenes" of the 
past, Dodd sent students from his lectures in what one writer de-

" American Historical Review, XVIII (April, 1913), 522-36 . 
.. Ibid., 536. . 
•• See Charles E. Merriam, "William E. Dodd as Statesman,'' loc. cit., 

p. 8; Marcus W. J emegan, . "William E. Dodd as Historian," University of 
Chicago Magazine (May, 1940), 10, 27. . .. 

" In order of their appearance above, these articles may be found in The 
American Mercury, IV (March, 1925), 344-52; Nation Magazine, LXXXIV 
(January, 1907), 383-84; The New Republic, XXXIX (June, 1924), 63-64; 
The Century Magazine, CXIV (May, 1928), 30-44; ibid., CXIV (September, 
1928), 691-98. 

u A ·representative list of scholars trained in full or in part by Dodd in
cludes Philip Davidson, Louis M . . Sears, Reginald C. McGrane, Frank L. 
Owsley, Julius W. Pratt, Herman C. Nixon, Avery Craven, Alfred P. James, 
Theodore H. Jack, Albert B. Moore, Wesley. M. Gewehr, Henry S. Com
mager, Walter P. Webb, and R. L. Medwether. 
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scribes as "almost a state of hypnosis."48 A noteworthy' number of 
students left Dodd and the University of Chicago to do· considerable 
research and writing on their own, and, in a final analysis, they 
may well constitute his greatest contributi'on.H Many of Dodd's 
students, writes one historian of the old South, were so impressed 
and inspired by their teacher that they "became scholarly against 
their wills and better judgment"45 That; certainly, is t~ a tea.cher 
the culmination of compliments. 

Dodd's memorable teaching years were spent at the University 
of Chicago. There, as chairman of a famed department, he was 
able to do his most influential work. Stimulating imaginations, 
pointing out unexplored historical frontiers, urging the re-examina-" 
tion of historical concept, he supervised an imposing number of 
doctoral dissertations, and offered a varied assortment of lecture 
courses.46 His value in attracting students to the University and 
in sending out graduates who reflected credit on their institution 
is incalculable. His value to the historical profession in training 
so many who have added so much to the literature of history is, 
while more tangible, equally incalculable. 

in summary, William E. Dodd occupies a prominent although 
controversial position on the list of twentieth century historians, 
and in the annals of American historiography. As an author, his 
fame came from his work on the ante-bellum South. He knew his 
South as Stark Young knows it, writes one of his students, "in an 
intimate family way, knew who married who, and who was cousin 
to who, and all that."47 One of the first of the few Southern his
torians who never felt it necessary to apologize for the South, "he 
did much to enlighten a skeptical North as to the real nature of 
Southern civilization."48 His books, censured at times for their 
sparsity of documentary evidence, their abundance of undraped 
bias; and their prolix literary style, are nevertheless praised for 
their interpretative passages and their variety of challenging sug7 

gestion. Dodd was not fond of "grubbing in the .docume11~," and 
was often wrong in his facts; yet his intuitive sense about history, 

•• Frank L Owsley to the writer, December 24, . 1949. For . information 
pertaining fo Dodd as a teacher, the writer is also indebted to Louis . .M. Sears; 
Reginald C. McGrane, Julius W. Pratt, Henry S. Commager, Philip Davidson, 
Walter P. Webb, Alfred P. James, Henry T. Smoaks, R. L. Meriwether, 
Wesley · M. Gewehr, artd Walter B. Posey. . . . . · . 

· "Thomas P. 'Abernethy to the writer, February 11, 1947; James W·. Pa~~ 
fon · to the writer, February 11, 1947; Thomas D. Clark to · the writer, Fi;b-
ruary 17, 1947. . ' · 

••·Avery O, Craven, "William E. Dodd as Teacher," loc. · cit., May, 1940,' 7 . . 
•• For a 'listing ·of many of Dodd's course titles, see Stephenson, "Half 

Century of Southern Historical Scholarship," loc. cit., p. Zl. · . . 
"Henry S. Commager to the writer, January 10, 1950. 
•• Thomas P. Abernethy to the writer;· February 11; 1947. 
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his uncanny ability to ferret out the larger truths, allowed him 
"to rise triumphant over his errors."49 As ~. teacher, Dodd im
pressed some as being inaccessible, cold and aloof, while to others 
he was the ready critic, the fellow scholar, the intensely personal 
advisor. To all he · presented a challenge, and for many he struck 
the spark of inspiration. He was at once an author, teacher, diplo
mat, muckraker, . and democrat. Any historian able to lay claim 
to those diverse titles must be catalogued as an eccentric character 
within his profession, an extrovert among his colleagues. 

"Henry S. Commager to the writer, January 10, 1950. 
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SANDINO: PATRIOT OR BANDIT? 
JOSEPH 0. BAYLEN 

After a long journey from Mexico, in May, 1926, Augusto 
Cesar Sandino wearily approached his native village and shed 
his cloak with these words: "·'I wish to enter my town .as I left, 
without a coat.' "1 It was the return of the native whose fanati
cal zeal was to bring, exactly a year later, hope and despair to 
his divided countrymen and embarrassment to their well-inten-
tioned North American mentor. ' · ·· 

Born on May 18, 1895,2 in the Toltec hamlet of Niquinihomo, 
Sandino inherited his mestko complexion from his mother, Dofia 
Margarita Calder6n.3 His father, Don Gregorio, was an ardent 
Liberal pol~two, and a small coffee planter and cattleman with a 
reverence for classical antiquity.4 Augusto Cesar received the 
benefits of a primary school education and became, in his teens, a 
produce merchant and landowner. In 1921, following a personal 
quarrel with the village cacique, Sandino abruptly abandoned his 
business career and left for exile in Honduras, Guatemala, and 
Mexico.5 With a brother, Santiago, he went to the Honduran port 
of Le Ceiba as a "competent" mechanic.6• There he found work 
with a sugar plantation, but after a short stay was forced in 1922, 
to move on as an undesirable alien, following a fight and trouble 
with the local authorities.7 Repairing to Guatemala, the itinerant 
mechanic secured temporary employment with the United Fruit 
Company where, for the first time, he became acquainted with 
"Y anqui" imperialism. But Mexico, the symbol of awakened na
tionalism against North American dominance attracted the rest
less wanderer. 

Arriving in Mexico during the first half of 1923, Sandino was 
employed as a skilled laborer by the American owned Huasteca Pe
troleum Company in Tampico.8 During his residence in Mexico, 

1 G. Aleman Bolanos, !Sandino! Estudio completo del heroe de las Segovias 
(Mexico, D. F., and Buenos Aires, 1932), p. 3. 

• Ibid. Carleton Beals lists May 19, 1893, as Sandino's date of birth. 
Carleton Beals, "With Sandino in Nicaragua. Part IV, Sandino Himself," 
The Nation, CXXVI (March 14, 1928), 289. 

• Bolanos, op. cit., p. 3. 
• Ramon de Belausteguigoitia, Con Sandino en Nicaragua, la hora de la 

taz (Madrid, 1934), pp. 86-87. Hereafter ~ited as Con Sandino. 
• De la Selva, op. cit., p. 63; Bolanos, op. cit., p. 3. 
• Bolanos, op. cit., p. 6. 
• Bolanos, op. cit., pp. 6-7. 
• Ibid., p. 6; Con Sandino, pp. 87-88; Harold Norman Denny, Dollars for 

Bullets. The Story of American Rule in Nicaragua (New York, 1929), p. 333; 
U. S. Department of State, Papers relating to the. Foreign Relations of the 
United States, 1927 (Washington, D. C., 1942), III, 441. Hereafter cited as 
F. R. (1927 ). 
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he was stimulated and deeply impressed by his association with 
Mexican nationalists and ultra-nationalistic Central American po
litical exiles. They. taunted him and ridiculed the subservience of 
Nicaraguans to American imperialism, and, as he later declared: 
"I began to reflect and realize they were right. I had the right 
to protest ... "9 Under the influence of his more intellectual as
sociates, Sandino read widely on social problems and theology, 10 

and closely studied the techniques of labor leaders and politicians.11 
Gradually he evolved a political and social philosophy which was a 
combination of nationalism and messianic mysticism. He had found 
his purpose in the. conviction that it was his destiny · to resurrect 
"an honorable ... "12 concept of sovereignty and socia,l justice in 
Nicaragua where "honor had completely disappeared . . ."13 

under the rule of selfish politicos and American imperialsm. He 
abandoned the leadership of the effete Liberals and Conservatives 
and took "the workers and peasants" as his "directors."14 The 
outbreak of a civil war and the renewed threat of American inter
vention convinced Sandino that the time had come to act on behalf 
of himself and in the name of the people. Thus on May 15, 1926, 
he secured his discharge from his employers and immediately_ left 
Tampico for Nicaragua to carry out his "purpose."111 

' During the three years of Sandino's residence in Mexico, the 
Nicaraguan government had experienced freedom from American 
occupation and a return to chaos. Since October, 1923, the Liberals 
and Conservatives had increased . the intensity of their perennial 
struggle for power and spoils, restrained in their violence only 
by the presence of the United States marines. But when the 
dominant Conservative party split in 1924,16 the balance of power 
veered in favor of the Libe.rals. The crucial issue was the Presi
dential election of 1924. The regular Conservatives nominated 

• Con Sandino, p. 89. 
10 Ibid., p. 88 . 

. 1-1 The fact that Sandino arrived iri Mexico in 1923, and · remained constant
ly in Tampico, does not substantiate the assertion of certain Sa11dan1'.sta sym
pathizers and the . charges of the State Department that he received his revo
lutionary . training and experience as a bandit while serving with Francisco 
"Pancho" Villa. See F. R. (1927), III, 441. Colonel Henry L. Stimson, writ
ing immediately after his mission to Nicaragua, reported . that he had "heard" 
.of Sandino's . service under "Pancho" Villa. Henry L. Stimson, American 
Policy in Nicaragua (New York, 1927), p. 85. Hereafter cited as Stimson, 
Nicaragua. As -late as - 1948, . Colonel Stimson reiterated that "Sandino ... 
had a long .record as a bandit leader in Mexico." · Henry L. Stimson . and Mc
George Bundy, On Active Service in Peace and War (New York, 1948), p. 
115. Hereafter cited as · Stimson, On .Active . Service. . 

11 Manuel Antonio Valle, "Viva Sandino," The Living Age, CCCXLIII 
(November, 1932), 245. 

10 Sandino to Bolanos, August 4, 1929. Bolanos, op. cit., p. 5. 
u Ibid;, p. 4n. 
'"Ibid.; p. 3ri; Con Sandino, p. 89. 
11 Denny, op. cit., pp; 194-95. 
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the wily General Emiliano Chamorro, and a new bi-partisan co
alition chose Carlos Solorzano and Dr. Juan Bautista Sacasa as 
their respective candidates. The "free and fair election" of 
October, 1924, resulted in a. victory for the government sponsored 
Liberal coalition17 and the inevitable accusation of fraud by 
Chamorro. Only the presence of a marine Legation guard pre• 
vented an outbreak of hostilities at this time. 

The withdrawal of the marines in August, 1925, and the dis
solution of the unnatural coalition led to a c<>Up engineered by 
Chamorro.18 After securing his election to the Presidency by a 
rump Congress,19 Chamorro found his position threatened by 
the refusal of the State Department to recognize his govern
ment. 20 The negative attitude of the State Department, how
ever, encouraged Sacasa, now a refugee in Washington, to lead 
a Liberal revolt against Chamorro. Sacasa, in spite of the re
fusal of the State Department to recognize his government-in~ 
exile, promoted a revolt on the east coast of Nicaragua in August, 
1926, which resulted in the temporary capture of Bluefields and 
its coveted Customs House,21 and the expulsion of the Liberals 
by American forces.22 

Immedia~ly following his failure, Sacasa, with Mexican aid, 
inspired another revolt which resulted in the capture of Puerto 
Cabezas and again threatened Bluefields. 28 The State Depart
ment, viewing Mexican intervention with concern, responded by 
the dispatch of warships to the Mosquito coast, an embargo on 
the sale of ammunition to the warring factions, and the demand 
that they submit to American mediation.2• Although the Lib
·erals participated in a mediation conference, they refused, on 
October 24, to accept a compromise government. The fact that 
Chamorro resigned in favor of the American favorite, Adolfo 
Diaz, did not pacify the Liberals.211 When Sacasa, in .Puerto 

n Samuel Flagg Bemis, The Latin · American Policy of the United States. 
An Hi,rtorical Interpretation (New York, 1934), p. 210. · 

11 Denny op. cit., p. · 198; Chester Lloyd Jones, The Caribbean since 190.0 
(New York 1936), p. 134. On Chamorro's political aspirations, see Walter 
Scott Penfie'id, "Emiliano Chamorro, Nicaragua's Dictator," Current History, 
XXIV (June, 1926), 345-50 . 

.U For a most detailed account of the events following Chamorro's coup, 
see Denny, op. cit., pp. 210-16. 

.. •• U. S. Department of State, Papers relating to the Foreign Relations of 
the United States, 1926 (Washington, D. C., 1941), II, 784-85, Hereafter 
<;ited as F. R. (1926); . . · , · . 

11 Denny, op. cit., pp. 223-26; Jones, .op. cit., p. 386. 
11 Denny, op. cit.; . p. 225 .. 
.. Stimson, Nicaragua, p. 33. 
"'F. R. (1926), II, 7.88-89 ; Jones, op. cit., p. 386. 
11 Denny, op. cit., pp. 233-35. The Department of State, "The United 

States and Nicaragua. A survey of the relations . from 1909 to 1932," Latin 
American Series, No. 6 (Washington, D. C., 1932), p • . 64. 
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Cabezas, declared war on the Diaz regime, the United States, 
on December 24, expelled the Liberals from the port and un
loaded into the harbor their stores of Mexican arms. 26 Sandino 
was a sullen witness to these evidences of American intervention. 

Sandino had returned to Nicaragua in May, 1926, during the 
first flush of the Liberals' success. Instead of identifying him
self with the Liberals, he sought a following among the semi- · 
skilled laborers who worked on the properties of foreigners. 27 

After a short stay in his native village, he took employment as 
a timekeeper with the American owned San Albino mine. Here 
the aspiring revolutionist began his agitation among the miners 
to awaken them to the need for social and political reform.28 

He vividly portrayed the success of the revolution in Mexico and 
the social legislation which prevented the exploitation of the 
working class and guaranteed its gains. 29 He urged the miners 
to follow him in his fight for social justice and political power. 
Unlike the ambitious politicos and generals who forcibly im
pressed men who had no idea for what they were fighting,30 San
dino organized a following with a purpose and a promise. 

Sandino, at first, appears to have envisioned the creation of 
a popular movement which would act independently of the Liberals 
against the Diaz government. With his meager savings he brought 
in arms from Honduras to equip a band of twenty-nine men, and 
in October began the Samdini.sta "Independent" revolution.81 But, 
a sharp defeat at the hands of the government, early in N ovem
ber, convinced the leader that he could not succeed alone. He, there
fore, journeyed from the mountains of Nuevo Segovia to Puerto 
Cabezas to off er the services of his band to the Liberals with t~ 
hope of receiving arms to equip a strong revolutionary force in 
northern Nicaragua. While the rank and file among the Liberals 
were sympathetic, Sandino impressed neither the urbane Sacasa 
nor his Minister of War, Jose Maria Moncada. "'It was diffi
cult,'" Sandino later remarked, "'to make myself understood to 
the · politicos . • .' "82 Moncada · was especially reluctant to turn 
over precious arms to this unknown guerilla. He haughtily sug-

.. Denny, op. cit., p. 237; Isaac Joslin Cox, "Nicaragua and the United 
States, 1909-1927." In volume X of the World Peace Foundation Pamphlets 
(Boston, 1927), p. 786. 

" Bolanos, op. cit., p. 7 . 
.. Con Sandino, p. 89. 
11 Bolanos, op. cit., p. 7. 
•• C. B. Carter, "Kentucky feud in Nicaragua: why civil war has become 

her national sport," World's Work, LIV (July, 1927), 316. 
01 Con Sandino, p. 88; Bolanos, op. cit., pp. 8-9. One source mentions 

that Sandino embarked upon his career · after being turned out of his job due 
to the closing of the San Albino mine. New York Times, January 8, 1928. 
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gested that Sandino merge his band with an expedition which was 
being .dispatched to the Segovias, and urged the ambitious patriot 
to "'propagandize for the presidential candidate which he, Mon
cada, would · indicate.' "33 .Moncada irritated the sensitive San-· 
dino, and this was the beginning of a relationship between the two 
men which was marked by mutual suspicion, hostility, and, finally, 
bitter hatred. 

Sandino's view of American intervention was no less bitter, 
especially since the expulsion of the Liberals from :Puerto Cabezas 
and the destruction of their arms had dimmed his hope of in
creasing his following. When the Liberals removed their head
quarters to nearby Prinzapolka, Sandino remained behind and, with 
the aid of certain prostitutes ( rwu,jares publicas) , salvaged from 
the harbor thirty rifles and 6,000 rounds of ammunition.34 .· He per
sisted, however, in his appeal for aid by following the Liberals to 
Prinzapolka where, as in Puerto Cabezas, he was appalled by the 
ambition and confusion surrounding the inept Sacasa. " 'It was 
t.hen,'" Sandino later wrote, "'that I realized that [the revolu
tion was] without direction [and] needed new leaders.' "3 '- Yet, 
necessity prevented him from divorcing himself from the Liberals. 

At Prinzapolka, Moncada continued to treat Sandino with. 
"disdain," and even ordered him to surrender what rifles he ha~ 
retrieved. and to return to the Segovias.36 The more tactful coun
sels of other Liberal leaders, however, prevailed, and the Minister 
of War was persuaded to allow the insurgent to return to his band 
with a token grant of arms.s7 

By early February, 1927, Sandino had returned to San Rafael 
d~l Norte in the Segovias with a few new recruits, a profound dis
like for Moncada, and very little respect for the intentions of the 
Liberal politicos.38 Writing to a friend, Sandino declared: "'Mon
cada will at the very first opportunity sell out to the Americans .. 
We must ... save [the revolution] ... from Moncada.' :,39 The 
subsequent relationship between Moncada and Sandino is of major 
importance for an understanding of one of the principal causes 
for Sandino's prolonged resistance. . . . ,, 

Moncada, encouraged by his successes on the east coast during 
the dosing days of 1926, began an invasion of the interior iri Jan-
1iary, 1927. Since both Diaz and Sacasa had indicated their wil~ 

•• Ibid. 
"' Ibid; Rafael de Nogales y Mendez, The Looting of Nicaragua (New 
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.. Bolanos, op. cit., p. 9 . 
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lingness to retire in favor of a third man,40 Moncada prepared to 
use his position to secure for himself the Presidency.41 Thus when 
a Liberal force in the west made some gains, Moncada saw his 
chance to force a decision and enhance his position. During his 
advance into central Nicaragua in February, the Liberals in the 
west were defeated and the United States declared his objective 
a neutral zone. 42 As Moncada now turned in a desperate strike 
at Managua, in early April, he appealed to Sandino, as the leader 
of the only organized force, for support.43 

Sandino dispatched 150 men to Moncada,44 and, joined by Gen
eral Francisco Parajon, marched to the aid of Moncada at Las · 
Mercedes.411 Although Moncada welcomed Sandino, he appears 
to have failed to inform the chieftain of the beginning of peace 
negotiations with the Diaz government.46 He even attempted 
to rid himself of Sandino by an unsuccessful stratagem which in
volved an attack on a strongly fortified Conservative position at 
Boaco.n Sandino eluded the trap, and, in spite if his irritation 
with Moncada's perfidy, followed the generalissimo to his new 
headquarters at Boaquito,48 where he had halted his advance to 
await the arrival of the American mediator, Colonel Henry L. 
Stimson. 

Sandino viewed the beginning of Moncada's parleys with Stim
son at Tipitapa on May 3, with suspicion, but cautiously awaited 
the outcome.49 Moncada, meanwhile, found that there was great 
opposition among his generals to any peace which would involve 
retention of Diaz until the next election in 1928. 50 With an eye 
on the coming Presidential elections, Moncada was personally 
willing to accept even the retention of Diaz in order to enlist 
American support for his candidacy.51 However, the presence of 
Sandino and his colleagues at Tipitapa compelled Moncada to in
form Stimson that while the Liberals were willing to submit to 
American supervision of the coming elections, he could not ask 

' ·0 Denny, op. cit., pp. 267-68. 
"Nogales, op. cit., p. 136; Denny, op. cit., p. 292. 
" Denny, op. cit., p. 278. 
•• Bolanos, op. cit., pp. 10-11. 
"Ibid., p. 11. On Sandino's tactics, see New York Times, January 8, 
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his men to yield on the question of Diaz.112 He suggested that both 
Diaz and Sacasa should be dropped and a new election immediate
ly held under the supervision of an American "military gov
ernor."53 Moncada's scheming was now flagrantly exposed to San
dino who saw that the Minister of War, like Diaz, actually desired 
the prolongation of American intervention. Having never main
tained faith in Moncada, he now felt that Moncada, to further his 
own ambition, had deliberately maneuvered the Liberal army into 
confusion in order to betray the revolution.114 

Stimson, although "particularly impressed by the manner and 
bearing of General Moncada . . .,"115 insisted that Diaz must be 
allowed to remain until the forthcoming election in 1928. He was 
well aware of the fact that Moncada's position was made difficult 
by such "Leaders like ... Sandino" who, Stimson believed, were 
opposing peace because they considered themselves "far better 
off as insurgents ... "56 When Moncada yielded and secretly sug
gested to Stimson that he give him a letter showing that he, Mon
cada, was compelled to accept Diaz under a threat of force, Stirn~ 
son exceeded his authority and willingly complied with the gen
eralissimo's request.57 In a letter to Moncada dated May 4, Stim
son announced that if the Liberal army did not yield, the United 
States would "forcibly support the Diaz government. "58 

On the same day, Moncada left Tipitapa to discuss the proposals 
with his chieftains. In the war council, Sandino was vehemently 
opposed to the Tipitapa agreement, even to the point of defying the 
power of the United States.59 The other generals, however, capit
ulated after Moncada assured them that he was prepared to resist, 
if the majority desired,60 but that the agreement was really a tri
umph since it assured the Lrberals the legalization of their victory 
in the coming elections.61 To win over Sandino, Moncada offered 
him the position of jefe politico in Jinotega, and the promise of 
ample compensation for his past services.62 Sandino, however, re
fused to commit himself. Moodily he considered his position until 
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he had once more convinced himself that he was "the one called 
to defend the ideals of [his] country."63 

On May 9, he secured permission from Moncada to assemble 
his men and disarm at Jinotega.64 In this way, Sandino slipped 
out of Moncada's control to a place where he could take counsel 
with his men, and prepare for the struggle with Moncada and the 
United States.65 He perhaps naively hoped what Stimson feared 
most: that in the face of continued unrest, the State Department 
would not enforce the Tipitapa agreement on the grounds that 
Stimson "had no authority to pledge his government to ... war 
in Nicaragua ... "66 

Moncada, meanwhile, acting on the assumption that his settle
ment had been unanimously approved,67 announced on May 5, that 
the Liberals would disarm and cooperate in the restoration of order 
in Nicaragua. In the hope that Sandino would finally accept, Mon
cada did not inform Stimson that he had allowed the recalcitrant 
chieftain to withdraw fully armed. On May 12, Moncada finally 
notified the Americans that eleven of his twelve generals had 
signed the agreement and had begun to disarm. 68 In an ac
companying statement, he denounced Sandino for having "secret
ly" reneged on his promise to abide by the pact.69 Stimson, nev
ertheless, declared the revolution "definitely" at an end and pre
pared to return to the United States. 

At the same time, Sandino, in an effort to prevent the desertion 
of those tempted by Diaz's offer to pay ten dollars for every rifle 
surrendered, retired with 300 men to the mountain fastne'Ss of the 
Segovias.70 Moncada quickly realized the full import of San
dino's move. With the aid of the rebel's father and the marines, 
Moncada personally journeyed to Jinotega, on May 21, to nego
tiate and persuade him to disarm. 

The peaceful summons to disarm increased the number of de
sertions among Sandino's followers to the point where he found 
himself with only thirty men, some of whom still continued to 
counsel peace.71 To strengthen the resolve of his men and to re
cruit men and supplies among the numerous bandit groups and gun-

ea Con Sandino, pp. 91-92. Italics are the author's. 
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runners who infested the Honduran border, Sandino retreated to 
the border town of Yali'..72 It was to Yali'. that Moncada dispatched 
Don Gregorio to attempt to dissuade his son from further resist
ance. 73 

The conference with his father at Y aH on May 23, did not 
shake Sandino's stubborn resolve and actually resulted in the 
conversion of Don Gregorio to his son's cause. Sandino had no 
confidence in Moncada's proposals since he had already determined 
that Moncada was as great an enemy as the Yankees who supported 
him.74 .But the mere repudiation of Moncada was not enough to 
rally the disaffected elements and adventurers to his banner. San
dino shrewdly discerned that the popular cry to expel the North 
American invader had more appeal,711 and now sought to identify 
Moncada with American interference in Nicaraguan affairs. The 
events that followed have obscured the fact that Sandino's stub
born resistance until 1933, was motivated not only by his active 
defiance of the United States, but also by his personal vendetta 
with Moncada. 

Sandino's activities in June, 1927, enabled Moncada a.nd the 
State Department, who had already refused to recognize him as 
a revolutionary, to class him variously as a bandit, outlaw and 
Communist. When, on June 24, he was accused of "audacious and 
vicious acts of banditry" by the American Legation in Managua,76 

Sandino replied77 by raiding his former employer's mine,78 and 
by attacking the marine garrison at Ocotal on July 16.79 In spite 
of his defeat at Ocotal, these attacks were Sandino's recruiting 
device: disarmed conscripts and adventurers flocked to his red 
and black standard.80 But, by attacking American property and 
looting, Sandino gave substance to the charges of banditry.81 

From July 2, 1927 until February 3, 1933, when he ceased re
sistance following the departure of Moncada from office and the 
withdrawal of American marines, Sandino was officially, but not 
consistently, considered a "bandit" by the Moncada administra
tion and the State Department. The credibility of this charge 
must be considered in the light of Sa.ndino's uncompromising feud 
with Moncada, and the motives of the United States as revealed in 
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the State Department documents published during the last eight 
years. 

Moncada could not avoid fearing Sandino. as the only remain
ing threat to his ambition of becoming President. His record as 
. a renegade Conservative and his subservience to American im
perialism could not compete with Sandino's unsullied political 
reputation and appeal to Nicaraguan nationalism. s2 in an at
tempt to strengthen his own position, Moncada early seized upon 
the ' American formula to denounce Sandino as an outlaw.ss He 
sought to use the power of the United States to destroy his most 
· dangerous rival by insisting that his North American ally was 
·obligated to restore order in Nicaragua. · 

' ' 

Immediately after his election to the Presidency in November, 
1028, )foncada asked the United States to stop the withdrawal of 
marines.84 He was disturbed by Sandino's increasing popularity,85 

and iri his desperation urged the marines to either take more "vig
' orous measures" in suppressing Sandinismo or allow him to use 
n~tive "volunteer" forces.86 The State Department, desiring to main
tain the Guardia N acional as the only legal Nicaraguan force; re
jected Moncada's proposals and urged that military measures be 
supplemented by an· amnesty and a public works program.87 

Moncada, nevertheless, proceeded with the organization of "vol
unteer" groups,88 but continued to be gr~atly concerned over the 
American determination to reduce marine strength.89 .Withdrawal 
by the United States, however, was inevitable since neither ,the 
State Department nor Moncada• could persuade the American pub-

, lie, already increasi~gly critical of the Hoover administration's 
policy, to support' a more vigorous campaign against Sandino. 

By November, 1931, it was evident that Moncada and the ma
rines had not only failed to suppress Sandinismo, but were unable 

. to prevent its spread. · D1.1ring the. Sandino offensive in late 1931, 
Moncada again openly 1ndicated his dissatisfaction with the Guard
ia and once more, calLed upon the United States to lend its full 

11 Moncada wrote: "We liberals want the United States in Nicaragua." Mon
cada, op. cit., p. 460. For Moncada's earlier pronouncements, see George T. 
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support to his "volunteer" groups.90 His demands for aid were 
unavailing since he was already losing the confidence of the State 
Department.91 American officials were fast becoming aware of the 
fact that Moncada feared the pacification of Nicaragua and a set
tlement with Sandino because he wished to perpetuate himself 
in power with the help of the marines and a private "volunteer" 
army. More important was the realization of the Americans that 
"the ma.ss of the Liberal · Party declined to associate itself with 
[Moncada]."92 The United States was tacitly sanctioning what 
certain groups in both parties were seeking, and what Moncada was 
unwilling to accomplish: an agreement with Sandino to end the 
disastrous guerrilla war.93 Whatever hopes Moncada nourished 
of keeping himself in power were finally destroyed when Sandino, 
in August, 1932, once more firmly declared his determination to 
continue to fight as long as Moncada remained in power.94 Mon
cada had outlived his usefulness. Even before his retirement from 
office, the State Department gave its blessings to a bi-partisan effort 
which finally accomplished a settlement with . Sandino on February 
31 1933.96 

The bitterness of the fued between Moncada and Sandino was 
neither allayed by the election of the more pacific Sacasa in No
vember, 1932, nor the surrender of the Sandinist(lJJ, which followed 
a few months later. Moncada, however, triumphed when his ne
phew, Anastagio Somoza, 1became commander-in-chief of the Guard
ia Na,eionoil.96 After the assassination of his rival on February 21, 
1934, by Somoza and the Guardia,97 the vengeful Moncada re
joiced with the prosaic assertion that "It was pure patriotism to 
kill Sandino as it would be in all countries . . . to suppress any 
monstrous being who voluntarily excludes himself from civilized 
society. "98 
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·. The State Department's denunciation of Sandino as a "bandit" 
had been motivated by its desire to justify the claim that American 
intervention was designed to restore law and order in Nicaragua. 
It had attempted to convince the American public and the world 
that the United States was not intervening in Nicaragua to sup
press a revolutionary movement, but merely to save that unhappy 
nation from a vicious "bandit." Yet, it had become increasingly 
apparent that the charge of "banditry" was an attempt to avoid 
recognition of Sandino as a revolutionary leader.911 With the Con
se1-'vatives .and Liberals at peace, the United States had refused to 
recognize the existence of a third party in Nicaragua, and had 
paid the consequences · of finding itself engulfed in a tragic and 
embarrassing war with the Sandinistas. 

Misled by its representatives, the State Department had at 
'first underestimated the strength of Sandino's resistance.100 Even 
s.fter Sandino's successful raids on the San Albino mine in July, 
1927, the American Legation in Managua, while admitting that he 
8howed "unexpected strength," predicted that he would be anni
hilated.101 The seriousness of the Sandinista revolt was not fully 
apparent until August 20, when the marine commander, General 
Logan Feland, publicly denounced Sandino as a dangerous "ban
dit,"102 and urgently called for more marines to cope with the in
surgent.103 

That General Feland was at this time using a convenient adjec
tive to avoid the recognition of Sandino as a political threat was 
reflected in his later admission that Sandino was a "bandit" only 
in the "technical sense'~ that he was the chieftain of a small band.10• 
But neither Feland nor the State Department could convince the 
hostile Latin American press, who hailed Sandino as a harassed 
patriot,105 or the American public, who looked with awe upon 
a Capone, that Sandino was a treacherous "bandit." The New 
York Times reflected this scepticism by questioning the "epithets" 
which the State Department applied to Sandino's adherence to the 
"customary" guerrilla practice of looting.106 Even Stimson, whose 
frustration caused him to vehemently denounce the revolutionist 
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as an "outlaw,"107 later admitted in his memoirs that Sandino was 
" a skillful guerrilla ... mos 

It was becoming very difficult to maintain the fiction of "bandit
ry" in the light of the increasing popularity of the Sa:ndvnista. move
ment and Sandino's ability to outmaneuver the marines with the 
aid of the native population.109 The lossess suffered by the marines 
and their failure to crush Sandino after capturing his stronghold 
fo January, 1928, seriously compromised the American stand.11° 
The situation was further complicated' by the fact that the State 
Department was under fire in Congress by the anti-imperialists, and 
at the Pan-American Conference in Havana by Mexico and Salva
dor, for intervention against a "bandit.!'in To forestall any :fur
ther criticism, Admiral David Foote Sellers, the · senior· naval · com-
1uander, attempted on ,January 20, 1928, to negotiate with the "out
law" and to persuade him to accept a "peaceful" settlement:112 
The State Department, meanwhile, officially raised Sandino to the 
position of a "guerrilla," but carefuly ·avoided any act which would 
convert his status to that of "a leader of an organized rebellion 
with the possibilities of . ·. ·. [the] recognition of his belligerency 
by any nation. "113 

Sandino's answer, on February 3, 1928, was defiant. , Address
ing himself to Sellers, Sandino declared that peace could be 
achieved only by the withdrawal of the marines, the "replace
ment" of Diaz by any neutral candidate ewcept :JI oncada, and the 
supervision of the coming Presidential election by representatives 
of the Latin .American republics.114 . To emphasize his defiance, 
Sandino wantonly destroyed American property,115 and maneu
vered his forces into a position to menace American interests in the 
· east coast ports. 

In their despair, the marines publicly announced a "war of at
trition" against Sandino, but carefully avoided referring to him 
as a "bandit."116 From the. beginning of March until November, 
5,480 marines and the Guardia. doggedly pursued the guerrilla 
chieftain through hundreds of miles of virtually impassable ter-
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rain with little success and many casualties.117 With the advent 
of the rainy season in June and July, Sandino suddenly disap
peared and there were fewer contacts with his group.11 8 The 
American Legation now confidently assured itself that the Sa11r 
dinista movement was dead.11D 

It was, however, hard to convince the American public that 
''the Smndvnista movement [had] lost practically all of its signifi
cance,"120 especially since Sandino had gained access to an Amer
ican audience through the journalist, Carleton Beals. This journal
ist, in a series of dispatches from Sandino's camp, not only por
trayed the difficulties of the marines, but also publicized the fact 
that Sandino would indefinitely continue his obstinate war until 
the marines were withdrawn and Moncada abandoned his candi
dacy.121 Beals charged that "streams of refugees" were fleeing 
more from the severity of the marines rather than from Sandino, 
who with sufficient arms could easily annihilate the Americans.122 

While Beal's pll'blicity had cast Sandino as a patriot of sin
cerity and conviction, other Anglo-Saxon123 and Latin publi
cists,124 and Sandino's personal agents,12~ portrayed him as an in-

m F. R. (1298), III, 572-90; Stimson, Nicaragua, p. 107; D. C. Munro, 
"The Establishment of peace in Nicaragua" Foreign Affairs, XI (July, 1933), 
698-99; New York Times, March 15-Nov~mber 2, 1928. 

111 F. R. (1928), III, 582, 585, 588; New York Times, July 13-July 28, 1928. 
110 F. R. (1928), III, 582. 
· · 11• Ibid., p. 588. Italics are the author's. New York Times, November 2, 
1928. 

111 Beale, op. cit., IV, 289. See also Carleton Beals, "With Sandino in Nica
ragua. Part I, To the Nicaraguan Border," The Nation, CXXVI (February 
22, 1928), 204. 

112 Carleton Beals, "This is War, Gentlemen!" The Nation, CXXVI (April 
11, 1928), 404-06. On the activities of Sandino's brother; Socrates, and the sym
pathetic All-American Anti-Imperialist League, see New York Times, January 
4-June 6, 1928; F. R. (1928), III, 573-74, 578. 

11• Cf. Heywood Broun, "It Seems to Heywood Broun,'' The Nation, CXXVI 
(January 18, 1928), 62; Lewis French, "United States and Nicaragua," Nine
teenth Century, CIII (March, 1928), 333-43; N. Levy, "On to Nicaragua,'' The 
Nation, CXXVI (February 1, 1928), 123-24; Cyrus French Wicker, "Canal is 
the Answer; international significance of the Nicaraguan tangle," Century 
CXVII (November, 1928), 12-19; Literary Digest, XCVI (July 30, 1927, Jan
uary 14, 1928), 5-6, 8; Ibid., XCVII (April 14, 1928, May 12, 1928), 13, 5-7; 
Outlook, CXLVII (January 18, 1928), 99-100; The Nation, CXXVI (January 
25, 1928), 85-86; Ibid., CXXXVI (February 15, 1933), 161; Henrik Shipstead, 
C,Dollar Diplomacy in Latin America," Current History, XXVI (September, 
1927), 882-88. . . 

11~ Valle, op. cit., pp. 243-48; ~ario Ribas, "A Central American Indictment 
of the United States," Current History, XXVI (September, 1927), 919-24; 
Vicente Saenz, "The Peaceful Penetration of Central America." Ibid., pp. 913-19; 
Con Sandino, pp. 80-203; De la Selva, op. cit., pp. 63-64; New York Times, 
January 8, 1928, April 28, 1931. See also, Bolanos, op. cit., et passim. 

11• Salomon de la Selva, Froylen Turcios, Pedro Jose Zepeda, Gustavo 
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offensive individual goaded into taking up the sword against the 
machinations of corrupt politicians and brutal foreign invaders. 
Sandino shrewdly played upon the sentimental sympathy of the 
American public for the underdog by appeals to judge whether 
he was a bandit or patriot.126 To justify his looting of the prop
erty of foreigners, he solemnly vowed that it was a. device to com
pel American capitalists to treat Nicaraguans "as equals .... "127 

He became the center of "as much legend as though he had been 
buried for a century."128 But, above all, Sandino prevented the 
American public from becoming convinced that he was an "out
law" or a "bandit."129 There was an ever increasing feeling that 
"for Sandino to have accomplished all the black deeds laid at his 
door ... would require more than [his alleged] .... life of crime."18° 

The unofficial moral and material support that he received from 
Mexico,131 Central America, and the All-American Anti-Imperial
ist League in the United States,132 enabled Sandino to renew the 
struggle against Moncada and the United States with increased 
vigor after his return from Mexico in June, 1930. He welcomed 
the aid of all parties and organizations opposed to "Y anqui" im
perialism, but carefully disassociated himself from the Communists. 

The fact that . Sandino espoused social reform, encouraged col
lective living among his following, and was popular with the lower 
classes, contributed to the belief of the State Department that he 
was really a Marxist and rallied the Communists to his cause.183 

A leading Salvadorian Communist, Jose Marti, visited Sandino and 
unsuccessfully attempted to persuade him to espouse Ma.rxism and 
rally Latin American Communists in a class war against American 
imperialism.13 4 But Sandino's visit to Mexico convinced the Com
munists that his movement was nationalist and anti-imperialist, 
and that he was not their man. By disavowing the class struggle 

· 11• See Sandino's letters to the All-American Anti-Imperialist League, Amer
ican Congressmen and President Hoover. New York Times, March 15, 1928, 
'June 24, 1928; October 28, 1931, December 6, 1931, April 23, 1932; Stimson, On 
Active Service. p. 115. 

rn F. R. (1928), III, 575. 
1.28 Valle, op. cit,, p. 246 .. 
119 "Taps for Sandino-Patriot, Bandit, or Both," Literary Digest, CXVII 

(March 3, 1934), 7; "Nicaragua: Murder at the Crossroads," Time, XXIII 
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180 New York Times, January 11, 1931; Raymond Leslie Buell, "Changes in 
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January 15, 1928 . 

... Con Sandino, pp. 111-12; Bolanos, op. cit., p. 43. 
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and emphasizing his belief in the worth of the individual above the 
state,135 Sandino finally alienated the Communists. The subse
quent attacks of the Mexican Communists136 enabled Sandino to 
strengthen .his position with the American public. 

Sandino's absence in Mexico from February, 1929' to May, 1930, 
did not decrease the concern of the marines and the Legation in 
Managua.137 His influence was greater than ever before.138 The 
Hoover administration, ne.vertheless, proceeded with its plan for 
withdrawal189 while the reduced marine garrison and the Guardia 
began another offensive in June and July, 1930,140 which again 
failed with disturbing losses.141 On November 24, 1930, Stimson 
notified Moncada and the American property owners that the ma
rines must be entirely withdrawn by November, 1932, since the 
American public would not support a "situation" in which each . 
intervention undermined the capacity of the Nicaraguan govern
ment to maintain order.142 It was an admission of defeat. 

Encouraged by the official American announcement of Feb
ruary 13, 1931, of plans to end the occupation of Nicaragua, San
dino appeared more conciliatory,143 and offered an armistice which 
t.he .. State Department rejected.144 Sandino replied to this rebuff 
by an attack in mid-April on the east coast ports which drew 
American blood and provoked the State Department to temporarily 
reverse its policy of withdrawal.145 Since this attack occurred im
mediately after the earthquake in Managua, ,Sandino was again 
roundly denounced by Hoover, Stimson, and Moncada as a "cold
blooded bandit."146 

The end of 1931 found Sandino so strong that the American 
authorities were forced to admit that his movement had assumed a 
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revolutionary character. This, however, did not deter President 
Hoover from notifying Congress on December 10, 1931, that the 
marines would be completely withdrawn after November, 1932.147 

The heady spirits of success seem to have convinced Sandino 
that fate had destined him to play the part of a new Bolivar. "'I 
have the conviction,'" he declared, "'that my soldiers and myself 
fulfill the destiny ... to attain the liberty of Nicaragua!' "148 In 
an effort to force the United States to abandon supervision of the 
forthcoming Presidential elections · and to insure the defeat of 
Moncada, Sandino began a well publicized "victory" drive in mid
April, 1932, toward the major cities of central Nicaragua.149 From 
late April until the end of June, he waged a fight which resulted 
in the loss of lives,150 and was finally halted, with great difficulty 
by the marine-led Guaraia.1H 

More important was the agreement on June 30, sponsored by 
the progressives' Grupo Patriotico with the tacit encouragement 
of the American Legation, pledging both political parties to seek 
a "pacific" settlement with Sandino.152 Sandino's agent in Mexico, 
meanwhile, announced that the guerrilla would cease resistance if 
a neutral Presidential candidate were selected by both parties, and 
if the United States were to withdraw the marines before the Presi
dential election.153 When it became apparent that both parties 
could not yield on the principle of American supervision of the 
elections, Sandino announced that his followers had nominated one 
of his lieutenants as the neutral Presidential candidate.154 Al
though Sandino continued the negotiations with the representa
tives of both parties, he continued to emphasize his strength by 
attacks on the Guardia patrols and foreign holdings throughout 
the months of July and September.155 To indicate their chief's 
dissatisfaction with the progress of the negotiations, the Sandi
nut(J,8 even sacked a village within twenty miles of Managua and 
created a panic in the capital. 156 

Sandino's demonstration had its desired effect. On October 3, 
the Grupo Patriotico succeeded in securing the consent of the candi-

1'' William Starr Myers, ed., The State Papers. and Other Public Writings of 
Herbert Hoover (New York, 1934), I, 78. 
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elates of both parties, Sacasa and Chamorro, to a concrete plan of 
cooperation which pledged both parties to seek "the best solution" 
to Sandino's "rebellion" aft~r the forthcoming election.157 They 
thus repudiated the charges of banditry that Moncada and the 
Americans had leveled at Sandino and admitted that the Sandinista 
revolution was "a sad reality."158 Peace with Sandino was declared 
to be "the prime objective" of whatever party triumphed at the 
polls. 

·. · To implement the "pacification" program, the Gru,po had dis
patched an emissary to Honduras to establish contact with San
dino from "neutral" soil,159 and pave the way for a bi-partisan 
committee which was to · follow in accordance with the agreed 
plan.160 The details of the pacification plan, however, were kept 
"strictly confidential" because of the fear that it might further 
excite the unrelenting opposition of the Moncada faction.161 

In spite of the privately voiced objections of the Presidential 
candidates, and the even more vocally expressed disapproval of 
Moncada's foreign minister, Somoza, the United States persisted 
in its plan to withdraw the remaining marines by early January, 
1933.162 In reply to these representations, the State Department 
frankly admitted on November 4, 1932, "that the possibility of 
conciliating Sandino will be greater if no marines remain in Nica
ragua .. ;"163 The Nicaraguan po?itieos were informed that the 
withdrawal of the marines would deprive Sandino of "his principal 
excuse for ... belligerency" and enable a "united Nicaragua" to 
deal more effectively with him.164 More important, however, was 
the tacit admittance of the fact that American intervention "tend
ed to foment the evil which it was intended to cure."165 

What undoubtedly compelled Sandino to seek peace with the 
new · President, S!1,casa, was a common growing fear of Somoza, 
the newly designated commandant of the Guardia.166 On De
c1;1mber 4, a Sandinista spokesman warned that an agreement be
tween Sacasa and· Sandino was the only way to prevent General So
moza from assuming power,167 and called for a reorganization of the 
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Gwmrd-ia.168 Sacasa, however, was somewhat pessimistic regarding 
the prospects of a settlement with Sandino; nevertheless, he sin
cerely pressed the negotiations.169 Less than a week after the final 
evacuation of the marines on January 2, 1933, Sandino dispatched 
his wife, Blanca, to Managua with the word that he was prepared 
to cease resistance. no 

Although the talks progressed throughout January, there was 
still a feeling that Sandino's terms would be unacceptable.171 Mon
cada's henchman, Somoza, and the Guardia were openly hostile. 
Sandino and the government, nevertheless, persisted in their ef
forts until on January 25, the chieftain publicly announced that 
he was prepared to come to Managua to prove his sincerity.112 He 
flew to the capital and on February 2, in an atmosphere of cor
diality, signed a truce. The Sandinist(J,8 were granted an amnesty, 
Jand in the Coco river valley for a communal project, and prefer
ence in employment in public works projects. Sandino, in turn, 
agreed to immediately surrender one-foµrth of his arms in return 
for the right to retain a personal guard of 100 men.173 He refused 
to accept any financial or material preferment for himself, except 
to represent temporarily the government as the jefe poUtico in 
San Rafael del Norte.174 

True to his word, Sandino disarmed his 1800 men. m To his 
erstwhile American adversaries he declared: "'I have nothing 
against North American. Let them come to Nicaragua-as workers, 
not as bosses.' "176 Tlie American public accepted his magnani
mous gesture with the conviction that Sandino would go down in 
history not as a bandit but as "a hero to the Nicaraguans of his 
class."177 

With a vague premonition of impending doom, Sandino believed 
that he had fulfilled his "purpose" and was "morally invincible."178 

A year later, he suffered the martyrdom which he had always 
sought when he was shot down by General Somoza and his Guardia. 
In death, Sandino became the San Digno (Worthy Saint) which 
his men reverently believed hitn to be. even in life . 
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We propose "to collect information respecting every portion of 
our State, to preserve it, and when deemed advisable to publish it. 
For this purpose [ the Society] invites contributions of every sort 
which can throw light on our past; traditions, legends, anecdotes 
of persons and places, letters, pictures, maps, songs and ballads, all 
which may illustrate life, social, political or ecclesiastical, our in
dustry, our resources, biogra.phical notices, genealogical tables, fam
ily records, in a word, whatever may concern any portion of our 
common country, has a claim to the notice of this Society, and will 
be an ·accepta:ble contribution to its treasures. To promote its ob
ject it proposes to establish a library, in which, besides all books 
appertaining to American history, will be deposited all manuscripts 
which may come into their possession, but which it may not be 
deemed advisable to publish. In this library, registered and kept 
always ready for consultation, it is proposed that the student of 
American history in general, and of Carolina's history in par
ticular, may find the means of gratifying his curiosity, and 
of satisfying those longings after knowledge, which at times, 
appear to oppress the heart of every lover of his country." 

These words were not spoken here in Hartsville where the 
South Carolina Historical Association was organized twenty years 
ago. They were not uttered in 1937 when the University South 
Caroliniana Society was formed in the city of Columbia. Difficult 
as it may be to believe it, they are found in an "Address Pro
nounced at the Inauguration of the South Carolina Historical So
ciety" in Charleston by Frederick Adolphus Porcher nearly ninety
five years ago. The exact date was June 28, 1855, the anniversary 
of the Battle of Fort Moultrie-a day which, according to the 
speaker, was "so rich in historical associations of the purest and 
most elevated character" that it was thought to be the "best adapted 
to be the annual festival of a society which dedicates itself to the 
illustration of her history."1 

The Society thus introduced to the public was the first organiza
tion formed for the express purpose of promoting the study of 
South Carolina history. It was not one of the first historical societies 
organized in the United States. Actually, it ranks forty-ninth, 
in the order of time, among the sixty-five societies established prior 

1 Collections of the Historical Society of South Carolina (Charleston, 1857-), 
I, 10-11, 17 (hereinafter cited as CSCHS). The Society had been organized on 
May 19 and its constitution adopted on June 2, 1855. 
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to the year 1861. It is, however, one of only thirty-two in the 
country at large and one of only five in the southern states which 
have survived and are active at the present time.2 

The writing of history had not been neglected in South Carolina 
during the period preceding the inauguration 0£ the Historical 
Society. It is true that the works of Lawson, Glen, Adair, and 
other early writers are more accurately catalogued as description 
than as history; but in 1779 Alexander Hewat produced a two
volume study which, though inaccurate and unsatisfactory in other 
respects, meets the tests 0£ genuine history. To this general account 
was added in 1809 another work 0£ the same character by David 
Ramsay, and it should not be forgotten that Ramsay made a repu
tation for himself in broader fields than state history.3 

Of many suitable themes for special treatment, the Revolution 
naturally proved to be the most attractive. By 1785 Ramsay had 
completed his voluminous study. In later years William Gilmore 
Simms added a shorter work, and Alexander Garden and Joseph 
Johnson contributed their anecdotal treatments. The memoirs 
of two leading participants, William Moultrie and William Henry 
Drayton, were published in due course; and biographies of two 
others, Francis Marion and Nathanael Greene, were supplied re
iapectively by William Dobein James and William Johnson. Though 
not confined to South Carolina and more traditional than historical, 
Mrs. Elizabeth F. Ellet's, Women of the American Revolution 
probably deserves to be added to the list. 

Other subjects were not overlooked. In 1820 Frederick Dalcho 
made the first substantial contribution to South Carolina religious 
history with his study of the Protestant Episcopal Church. White
marsh B. Seabrooks' essay on cotton, Robert F. W. Allston's trea
tise on rice, John Drayton's View, and Robert Mills's Statistics 
unquestionably deserve to be assigned to the category of economic 
history. Likewise, a place should be found in the field 0£ social 
history for the writings of Charles Fraser, John B. Irving, and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Anne Poyas. 

More exacting scholars of a later day have been too prone to 
criticize the methods of these early writers. That they had respect 
for documents and depended upon them more often than not is evi
dent both in the results of their efforts and in what they had to 
say about their procedure. John Drayton, for example, in a com
munication addressed in 1820 to the state Senate took occasion to 
mention that he had consulted the legislative records and the Indian 

• L. W. Dunlap, American Historical Societies, 1790-1860 (Madison, 1944). 
• The titles of the works of these writers and others later mentioned have been 

omitted. They may easily be found in the standard bibliographies. 
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Books in the course of editing his father's memoirs. 4 That the 
importance was also recognized of printing and thereby making the 
documents available is amply demonstrated by the publication in 
this period of the miscellaneous collections of Bartholomew R. 
Carroll and Robert W. Gibbes, the writings of Hugh Swinton 
Legare by Mary S. Legare, the works of Calhoun by Richard K. 
Cralle, the letters of Ralph Izard by Anne Izard Deas, and the let
ters of Eliza Wilkinson by Caroline Gilman. 

The historians of these early days, like some, indeed, like most, 
of their modern successors, found that however important their 
revelations were to their fellow citizens there was no great readi
ness on the part of the latter to pay for them. It is not unusual 
that, under the circumstances, they would have appealed to any 
likely source of assistance, but it is little short of astonishing to 
find that on more than one occasion the requested aid was given 
by the state. When Carroll informed the General Assembly in 
1837 that, in addition to his time and labor, he had expended 
$4,700.00 in compiling his Historical Oollectinns, the members 
promptly responded with a subsidy of $2,000.00.11 It has been as
certained that financial aid, in varying amounts, was also given 
to Drayton, Mills, and Gibbes ; and, doubtless, other instances 
could be found. 6 

In making its report on Carroll's appeal, the committee was 
prompted to remark that the petitioner had been instrumental in 
giving the state information which had "been deemed so valuable 
by this Legislature as to induce it to appropriate a large sum for 
the purpose of sending an agent to England to collect the same 
from the public offices there."7 The hope of obtaining copies 
of the documents in the British Public Record Office was still un
fulfilled when the Historical Society was formed in 1855, and 
many more years were to pass before the task was finally completed. 
In other respects, however, the state was not unmindful of its re
sponsibility to preserve and to make available the public records. 
Some of these records had been lost, and no little confusion had 
been caused by the arrangement which provided for one office of 
certain state agencies in Charleston and another in Columbia, but 

• MS. Senate Journal, Nov. 7, 1820. This and other manuscript public records 
cited below are in the Office of the Historical Commission of South Carolina, 
Columbia, S. C. 

• Undated ms. petitions to the House and Senate; MS. House Journal, Dec. 
15, 1837; MS. Senate Journal, Dec. 16, 1837. 

• MS. House Journal, Dec. 8, 11, 1820; A. S. Salley, Jr., "Preservation of 
South Carolina History," North Carolina Historical Review (Raleigh, 1924-), 
IV, . 148-49. 

• MS. House Journal, Dec. 15, 1837. The reference here is probably to an 
effort initiated in 1827 to obtain copies of South Carolina records in the British 
Public Record Office. MS. Senate Journal, Dec. 7, 8, 1827. 
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recent surveys clearly show that the loss of records was far less 
than in some other states. "There is every indication," writes 
Robert H. Woody, "that prior to 1865 the records were reasonably 
well kept, or at least there is plenty of evidence that they were not 
forgotten."8 In speaking of the state's policy in general of pro
moting historical work, E. Merton Coulter states that '•South Car. 
olina seems to have been more liberal than any of the other South
ern states,"9 and J. G. deRoulhac Hamilton has written that 
"South Carolina's losses were lighter than those of either Virginia 
or North Carolina. This was partly the result of better arrange
ments, from the beginning, for preserving records, and partly be
cause of prompt measures to secure duplicate records whenever 
possible in case of destruction. "1o 

The leaders among those who organized the South Carolina 
Historical Society were thoroughly familiar with the question 
of records and other problems of historical research. In addition 
to Porcher, who had recently been appointed to the new pro
fessorship of history and belle-lettres in the College of Charles-, 
ton, they were William James Rivers, at this time a priva,te 
school teacher; Bartholomew R. Carroll, likewise a teacher and 
the editor of the Historical, Collections; Mitchell King, a former 
teacher but now a lawyer and bibliophile; Dr. James Moultrie 
and Dr. John Edwards Holbrook, physicians and teachers in 
the Medical College; Dr. Lingard A. Frampton, another book col
lector and the future librarian of the College of Charleston; Wil, 
liam Henry Trescot, already a widely known student of American 
diplomatic history; and James Louis Petigru, lawyer and man of 
many talents. They were professional men, graduates of liberal 
arts colleges, whose broad conception of the province of history 
had no place for mere antiquarianism. These were the men who 
were orgamzmg, or reorganizing, the cultural institutions of 
Charleston in the fabulous 'fifties' of that city's history.11 They 

• R. H . Woody, "The Public Records of South Carolina," The American 
Archivist ( v. p., 1938-), II, 250, 

• E. M. Coulter, "What the South Has Done about Its History,"· Journal of 
Southern History (v. p., 1935), II, 13-14. · 

10 J. G. deR. Hamilton, "Three Centuries of Southern Records, 1607-1907,'' 
lour. South. Hist., X, 11-12. · 

11 Sketches of Holbrook, Petigru, Rivers, and Trescot appear in Allen John
son and Dumas Malone (eds,), Dictionary of American Biography (21 vols. 
and index, New York, 1928-1945). The careers of Frampton, Ring, and 
Porcher are briefly treated in J. H. Easterby, A History of the. College of 
Charleston (Charleston, 1935). Moultrie is identified in the South Carolina 
Historical and Genealogical Magazine (Charleston, 1900-), V, 251 (hereinafter 
cited as SCH&GM). Carroll is known only by his written works. He was an 
editor at one time of the Southern Agric1ilturist and at another of the Southern 
Literary Journal. In 1859 he delivered an address at The Citadel' Academy 
entitled The Claims of Historical Studies upon the Youth of Our Country 
(Charleston, 1859). W. G. Simms was elected second vice-president but, declined 
to serve. MS. Minutes of the South Carolina Historical Society, June 2, July 
20, 1855. 
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did not intend, however, to make the Historical Society a Charles
ton affair. "The object which interests us being our common 
country," said Porcher, "we feel that no spirit of exclusiveness 
&hould govern us." Members were soon being admitted from all 
parts of the state.12 

The Society was incorporated on December 20, 1856. At the 
same session, in keeping with its policy of encouraging historical 
study, the General Assembly granted it the sum of $500.00, and 
this appropriation was renewed annually for the next three years.13 

Having already obtained a number of transcripts of the English 
records through W. Noel Sainsbury, of the British Public Record 
Office, Rivers, who had been elected corresponding secretary, was in 
an excellent position to advise the Society on its most c,herished 
plan. He suggested, in view of the great volume of the records in 
England, that a calendar be obtained. This was promptly au
thorized and finally extended to include all the records to the year 
1776. Efforts were made to secure copies of documents in France, 
Barbados, and Jamaica; but they were linsuccess:ful.14 

Before the celebration of its first anniversary, the Society was 
offered the most important collection of papers that has ever come 
into its possession. On May 8, 1856, Edward R. Laurens notified 
the members that lie would present the papers of Henry Laurens. 
These were formally received on the following September 9; and, 
on being examined, they were reported to contain "besides the 
Tower Narrative and accompanying documents, ... a complete 
set of the Letter Books . . .. affording, among many original let
ters, several from Washington, Adams, Franklin, Lafayette, De 
Estaing and Burke, together with a large private correspondence, 
all illustrative of the history of the times.1' 15 

In time, other documents were added, notably a "box and trunk" 
containing the papers of General Thomas Pinckney, and a com
mittee could boast that the Society had become a "repository of 
many valuable papers relating to our national, as well as state his
tory."16 A place in which to safeguard these treasures remained a 
problem until May of 1860 when the Society was permitted to oc
cupy a room in the state records building at Charleston, one of the 

12 Ibid., June 2, 28, July 30, Oct. 29, 1855; CSCHS, I, 15. 
10 MS. Petitions to the House and Senate of 1856 and 1859; Statutes at Large 

of South Carolina (Columbia, 1836-), XU, 485, 539-43, 602, 690, 752 . 
. i• MS. Minutes S. C. Hist. So.S·i June 2, July 30, Oct. 29, Nov .. 10, 1855, Oct. 

27, 1856, Apr. 27, Nov. 23, 1857; w. J. Rivers, A Sketch of the History of South 
Carolina (Charleston, 1856), p. 4.. · · . · 

15 CSCHS, I, v; MS. Minutes S. C. Hist. Soc., May 8, Sept. 9, 1856. 
19 Ibid., Nov. 28, 1859; CSCHS, I, v. 
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first fireproof structures in the United States and, for this reason, 
always to be known to Charlestonians as the Fireproof Building.17 

A proposal by Carroll that the Society publish a monthly jour
nal apparently was never considered,18 possibly because Charleston 
was at the time endeavoring to support one of a long succession 
of unsuccessful quarterlies to which the historians were free to 
contribute. It was decided, however, to publish a series of collec
tions, and between 1857 and 1859 three volumes were issued with 
a total of 992 pages. They contain the calendar of the records in 
England; the texts of those relating to the Huguenot settlement 
in Abbeville District; selections from the Laurens manuscripts, 
including the journal of the Revolutionary Council of Safety; four 
addresses; and a study of the Catawba language by Oscar M. 
Lieber.19 

Exactly to what extent the Historical Society influenced the 
writing of history in South Carolina during the decade of the 
1850's it would be difficult to say. One member, Plowden C. J. 
Weston, was inspired to publish another collection of documents, 
stating that, until the Society had more ample funds, individual 
members should publish needed materials at their own expense.20 

For Carroll, Trescot, Porcher, and Rivers the Society was the result 
rather than the cause of their interest in historical research. The 
first seems to have added nothing to his earlier work in the field 
of state history. Trescot continued his writing on the subject of 
diplomatic history, producing in 1857 his study of the diplomacy 
of Washington's administrations. Porcher had written his His
torical, Sketch of Oraven County prior to the organization of the 
Society. He continued to engage in similar studies, but his major 
work, his M emoir6, was not published until many years after his 
death. Like the others, Rivers had begun his studies before 1855. 
Being a teacher, his first thought was to provide a guide for his 
pupils. This appeared in 1843 under the title A CatecMsm of the 
History mrul, Chronology of South Ca:rolina, and the author then 
appears to have turned to exploratory studies in the early period 
of the state with a view to writing a textbook. Unwilling to com
plete this task without examining the source materials; and, find
ing this to be an undertaking beyond his powers to accomplish, he 
decided to concentrate on a study of the proprietary period, and, 
as noted above, to assemble in an appendix the pertinent documents 

11 Helen G. McCormack, "The Fireproof Building," SCH &GM, XLIV, 205-
11; MS. Minutes S. C. Hist. Soc., June 2, 1855, May 19, 1860. 

11 Ibid., Feb. 22, 1858. 
10 Ibid., Jan. 26, Aug. 31, Nov. 23, 1857, Nov. 29, 1858. 
•• Documents Connected with the History of South Carolina (London, 1856), 

pp. 3-4. 

--
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from the British Public Record Office.21 The work was published 
in 1856, the year of his appointment to the professorship of Greek 
.literature in the South Carolina College. It unquestionably raised 
the author to the first rank among the students of South Carolina 
history and made him a forerunner · of the scientific school in the 
United States. No connection has been established between the 
Society group and two other important writers of this decade, John 
Henry Logan, author of A Hi,st(Yry of the Upper Oowntry of South 
Carolina, and John Belton O'Neall whose Bi.ogmpkiccil Sketches 
of the Bench and Bar of South O(Jfl'olina was published in 1859; 
but their contributions are highly significant as additions to the 
relatively few historical works produced outside of the Charles
ton area. 

The activities of the Historical Society were suddenly inter
rupted in the spring of 1861. Rivers delivered the annual ad
dress on this sixth anniversary, and in later years he recalled 
that his remarks were made "at a time when the reverberations of 
the guns in the opening bombardment of Fort Sumter had scracely 
died away on the ruffled waters of our harbor."22 It has become a 
bit old fashioned to assign the war that followed as a cause of the 
difficulties which the southern people faced in the later years of 
the nineteenth century and to think of Reconstruction as anything 
but the beginning of an age of enlightment. Anyone, however, who 
will read the records of southern institutions of this period will 
have to admit that their progress was at least slightly retarded. 

No meeting of the Historical Society is recorded until July 10, 
1873, when a handful of members met and elected Porcher to the 
presidency but were unable to effect a revival.23 It was shortly 
after this that Porcher wrote in the depths of despair: 

Our Historical Society is very feeble and has published nothing since 
the War except an anniversary address occasionally. We printed three 
volumes before the War but the third was deposited in the Room be
longing to the Society and left there during the War. When I returned 
to Charleston I found the room in the occupation of negroes, and the 
whole edition besides several other publications lost. . . . Before the 
War the state gave us the moderate sum which we asked for. Since 
then we have not felt inclined to petition our legislature for its bounty 
and we have few men whose means enable them to be literary patrons." 

The Society, however, did not give up the struggle as did most 
of those in other southern states. Perhaps it may best be said 
of its activities during the last thirty years of the century that 

u Rivers, Sketch, pp. 3-4. 
· u CSCHS, IV, 5. 

•• MS. Minutes S. C. Hist. Soc., July 10, 1873. 
"SCH&GM, XLVI, 58-59. 
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they declined quantitatively but that, thanks largely to the lead
ership of a few of the founders, they were continued at a fairly 
high level of quality. Reorganization was accomplished in 1875. 
Permission to use the room in the Fireproof Building was not re
newed; but space was found in the quarters of the Charleston Li
brary Society, and some additional manuscripts were acquired. A 
grant of $300.00 from the state in 1884 made it possible to issue 
volume four of the Oollections.25 It is not without significance 
that this was the year following the centennial of the incorporation 
of Charleston. It may not be too much to say that it was this 
event which led to the second important step in the promotion of 
historical studies in South Carolina. 

In 1879 William A. Courtenay had become mayor of Charles
ton. · He was faced with the task of reorganizing the city gov
ernment and of restoring confidence in the city's future develop
ment. Though a man of little formal education, he was a lover 
of books. He had made books as a publisher, and he had made him
self familiar with their contents, particularly the contents of his
tory books.26 It was not unnatural, then, that he should have de
cided to make a book in which to report the progress of his plans 
of reorganization, and it was equally natural that he should have 
put into this book something of the history of the city. Published 
in 1880, Mayor Courtenay's book was the first of a series, known 
as the Year Books of the Oity of Charleston, which has continued 
to be issued down to the present day. One fourth of the space 
in this first number was devoted to historical materials. Much the 
same was true of the editions of the next two years, and in 1883, 
the year of the centennial, the zealous mayor established a record 
with 284 pages dealing with the history of the city and state. · Few 
were the subjects that were not dwelt upon at length, and somewhat 
glorified, in a frank effort to revive the drooping spirits of the 
Charlestonians. 

In his eager quest for materials on the early history of the 
state Mayor Courtenay thought of the records in England. On 
communicating with the Public Record Office he found the same 
Sainsbury, who some twenty-five years before had prepared the 
calendar for the Historical Society, ready and willing to render 
further assistance. Moreover, it was found that the papers of 
Anthony Ashley Cooper, the first Earl of Shaftesbury and the 

.. MS. Minutes, S. C. Hist. Soc., June 11, 1875, June [ ?], 1880; undated ms. 
petition to the House and Senate; Stats., XVIII, 809 . . 

•• Cyclopaedia of Eminent and Representative Men of the Carolinas (2 vols., 
Madison, 1892), I, 367-72. W. A. Courtenay, "The Public Records of · South 
Carolina," Virginia Magazine of History (Richmond, 1894-), I, 466-67. 
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leader among the Carolina proprietors, had been deposited in the 
Record Office. Copies of these were promptly obtained and liberal
ly drawn upon for the centennial Year Book, but the collection as 
a whole was presented to the Historical Society. It was edited by 
Langdon Cheves and published in 1897 as volume five of the Col
lections. As one enthusiast wrote, "The early history of the State 
was simply revolutionized by these contemporary accounts of the. 
first settlement. "27 

Even before the publication of the Shaftesbury papers, Courte
nay had secured the cooperation of the Historical Society in an
other and more important venture. In June of 1891 he was made 
the chairman of a committee (1) to obtain a list of documents of 
the period 1662 to 1776 in the office of the South Carolina Secre
tary of State, (2) to determine the cost of making a complete 
transcript of the records in England, and (3) to secure an esti
mate of publishing all the colonial records. The report of this 
committee was printed under the date of October 3, 1891, with 
the request, "Read and Hand to Your Neighbor," prominently dis
played on the cover. It contained the text of the Secretary of 
State's report showing that many of the records thought to have 
been destroyed during the burning of Columbia were safe in his 
office. A statement from Sainsbury gave $7,500.00 as the probable 
cost of copying the London records, the author adding gratuitiously 
that this was more than those of North Carolina had cost be
cause "South Carolina has a bigger history than North Carolina." 
No estimate, it was stated, could be made at this time of the cost 
of publication. 28 

In conclusion, the committee suggested that the General As
sembly be petitioned at once for an appropriation to cover the cost 
of the transcripts and that it be asked to create a commission "as 
the best means to give permanent direction and supervision to this 
work and success to the undertaking." Having secured the en
dorsement of this proposal from citizens in all but two counties of 
the state, the Historical Society presented its request, and on De
cember 23, 1891, an act was passed granting $4,000.00 of the amount 
required, and setting up a commission consisting of the Secretary 
of State, J. E. Tindal, eilJ officio, and four other members to be 
appointed by the governor. For these positions Governor Till
man selected Judge Henry Mciver, W. C. Benet, Professor R. 
Means Davis, and, quite appropriately, William A. Courtenay; and 

01 Year Book: City of Charleston, S. C. (Charleston, 1880-), 1883, pp. 328, 
352; SCH&GM, XXXI, 2. . 

•• Report of the Committee of the South Carolina Historical Society in the 
Matter of Procuring Transcripts of the Colonial Records of this State from the 
London Record Offices. ( Charleston, 1891). 
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on April 19, 1892, the Commission was organized.29 In view of 
the fact that this body was later made permanent, it seems not un
reasonable to claim that it was the first archival agency created 
in the southern states. 30 

Progress in obtaining the transcripts from England was noted 
in the first annual report of the Commission.31 An additional 
appropriation of $2,500.00 was made, and on January 16, 1895, the 
last of thirty-six stout volumes was reported as received. Accord
ing to Sainsbury, they contained the "largest number of original 
records" on file in the Public Record Office for any of the thirteen 
colonies.32 

Encouraged by their success in initiating the one and only task 
that had been assigned to them, the Commission in 1894 asked to 
be made a permanent state agency. This request was granted by an 
act passed December 27, 1894. The new body was to be known as 
the Historical Commission of the State of South Carolina, and its 
number was increased from five to six members. The Commission 
was given authority "to procure such documents ... as they deem 
necessary," to deposit them, along with the English transcripts, in 
the office of the Secretary of State, and to arrange and make them 
accessible. This was an important step forward, but the experiences 
of the next ten years were to show that a serious mistake had been 
made in linking the Commission with another state agency and 
in failing to make provision for its financial support.33 

.. Ibid., p. 8; Stats., XX, 1059; MS. Minutes of the Public Record Commis
sion, Apr. 19, 1891. Tindal was chairman, ex officio. Davis was elected secre
tary, and David H. Means was employed as his clerk. 

•• It is customary to assign priority to the Alabama Department of Archives 
and History which was created in 1901, partly, it seems, as a result of the failure 
to recognize the fact that the South Carolina commission was made permanent 
and charged with responsibilities of a general nature prior to that date. Salley, 
op. cit., p. 155; M. B. Garrett, "Preservation of Alabama History," N. C. Hist. 
Rev., V, 13; Hamilton, op. cit., pp. 35-36; P. M. Hamer, "The Records of 
Southern History," lour. South. Hist., V, 10-13. 

01 Report of the Public Record Commission to the General Assembly of South 
Carolina, 1893, (Columbia, 1893) covers the activities of the commission from the 
date of organization through Oct. 31, 1893. Two subsequent reports, dated re
spectively 1894 and 1896, cover the period from Nov. 1, 1893 through Oct. 31, 
1895. These are supplemented by a minute book, a letter book, and the printed 
reports of the Secretary of State . 

.. Stats., XXI, 477; MS. Minutes Pub. Rec. Com., Jan. 16, 1895, Jan. 9, 
1896; Report Pub. Rec. Com., 1893, p. 5. An index which J. Henry Rice, Jr., 
was employed to prepare was completed in due course, but the efforts to print 
the transcripts were unsuccessful. These efforts included an attempt to induce 
Congress to authorize the American Historical Association to publish state and 
territory records. Congressman J. William Stokes to D. H. Means, Apr. 26, 
1900, in MS. Minutes Pub. Rec. Com. 

""Report Pub. Rec. Com., 1894, p. 5; Id., 1896, p 5; Stats., XXI, 832-33. All 
members of the old Commission, including Tindal, the retiring Secretary of 
State, were appointed to the new body; and they performed the functions of both 
bodies until January, 1896, when the old Commission terminated its existence 
by transferring its papers and a small balance of its funds to the new body. The 
additional member of the Historical Commission was Daniel H. Tompkins, the 
new Secretary of State. 
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Meanwhile, in Charleston a movement had been launched to 
establish a historical quarterly. Two of the most active members 
of the Historical Society, Joseph W. Barnwell and Henry A. M. 
Smith, had decided that the most effective way of accomplishing 
its purpose was to issue a journal like that of the Virginia His
torical Society. "Finding," one of these men later explained, 
"that Mr. A. S. Salley, Jr., who was already the publisher of some 
of our local history, was willing to J::>ecome the secretary of the 
Society, they suggested to him that the Society issue this magazine 
of which he would be the editor. This he accepted on most mod
erate terms knowing the financial condition of the Society." In 
January of 1900 the first number of The South Oarolina Historical 
and Geneal,ogwal, M ag(12,ine was issued. Salley had previously been 
made secretary and treasurer of the Society and had succeeded in 
increasing its membership from 60 to 300.u 

The greater success of the Society was eventually reflected in 
the Historical Commission. Its early reports do not show any de
cline of interest on the part of the members. They were much 
encouraged by the number of scholars who were consulting the 
records, but it was soon evident that their powers were too limited.35 

The task of assembling and publishing one important set of docu
ments had already been assigned to an official known as the His
torian of the Confederate Records. 36 When the Commission at
tempted to provide for other records that lay neglected in various 
parts of the State House, they were unable for a time to secure 
the necessary funds; and, when the appropriation was finally made, 
it . was placed at the disposal of the Secretary of State. The result 
was that little was accomplished.37 

The initiative in the movement to increase the powers of the 
Historical Commission seems to have been taken by Jesse T. Gantt, 
who became the Secretary of State in 1904. On January 4, 1905, 
he reported to the Commission that he had had certain documents 
repaired, that he had devised a system for filing the vouchers of 
Revolutionary soldiers, and that he was arranging chronologically 
a great quantity of documents taken from the rubbish room of the 

•• MS. Minutes S. C. Hist. Soc., Oct. 29, 1899; SCH &GM, XXXI, Z. 
•• The Report [of the Historical Commission .. . ], 1897 was obviously 

intended to cover the activities of the year 1896. A second report was issued in 
1899, but no others appear to have been published until that for 1904 (printed 
in 1905). From that date to the present time reports have been issued annually 
except in 1948 . 

.. Reports of the Historian of the Confederate Records (Columbia, 1898, 1899, 
1900). This office was the outgrowth of the appointment in 1862 of W. J. Rivers 
to compile a list of Confederate soldiers. In his report for 1900 the Historian 
stated that financial support by the state had been discontinued. 

"Report Hist. Com., 1898, pp. 3-5; Stats., XXIII, 1155-56; MS. Minutes 
Hist. Com., Jan. 29, 1903. 
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Stare House. These measures, however, had not solved the prob
lem, and he was prepared to receive suggestions from the Com
mission. The result was the drafting of a bill which was favorabiy 
received by the General Assembly and made a law · on February 
20, 1905. According to the minures, the author of this new instru~ 
ment was Henry A. M. Smith, a new member of the Commission 
and one of the founders of the Hwtorical M agazine.38 · 

The provisions of the act of 1905 leave no doubt of the inten
tion of the General Assembly to creare a full-fledged archives de
partment. It was to have "the care and custody of all the official 
a.rchives of the Stare not now in current use." These records were 
to include not only those previously assembled i.n the office of the 
Secretary of State but also those in other stare offices which were 
"not needed for current use in the said offices, and which, in the 
opinion of the State Historical Commission, would be betrer pro
vided for as to their permanent preservation by a deposit with the 
said Commission." In order that the records might be available 
for research, they were to be concentrated, along with any papers 
that might be deposited by privat~ owners, in "separate apart
ments" in the State House under the supervision of a secretary ~ 
be employed by the Commission. The "diffusion of knowledge in 
reference to the history and resources of the State" was to be the 
general aim of the Commission, and with this purpose in view it 
was to collect data, particularly those relating to the soldiers of 
the Revolution and Confederate War, to publish "official records 
and historical marerials," to direct the marking of historic places, 
and to supervise the exploration of "historical remains and Indian 
mounds." 

On March 11, 1905, the Commission assumed its new duties, 
and two weeks later an exainination was given to the applicants 
:for the position of secretary. Out of a field of eight, A. S. Salley, 
Jr. was chosen. For a time he continued to edit the Historical 
M ag(l,2,vne, but in 1909 this duty was relinquished to his successor, 
Mabel Louise Webber.3 9 

In the forty years between the Confederare War and the reor
ganization of the Commission historical writings were fairly abun
dant, and four or five works of real importance were produced. The 
grearer number, of course, were from the pens of participants in 
the War and· the stirring events of Reconstruction. Outstanding 
among these were John Johnson's Defense of Oh<i,rleston Harbor 
and John S. Reynolds' Reconst'f'U(}tion in South Oarolvna. Local 

. •• Report Hist. Com., _ 1905; Sta.ts., XXIV, 906-910; MS. Mi.riutes I:Iist. 
Com., Jan. 4, 1905; The ( Columbia) State, Jan. 5, 1905. ' ·. 

•• MS. Minutes Hist. Com., March 11, 29, 1905; SCH&GM, XXXI, 3. 
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history received more attention than it had previously, resulting 
in such works as Alexander Gregg's Old Oheraws, J. B. 0. Land
rum's Oolonwl OJnd Revobutionary History of Upper South Oa:ro
lina, and a worthy group of county histories by William w.· Sel
lers, J. A. W. Thomas, John B. O'Neall, John A. Chapman, and 
A. S. Salley, Jr. Greater interest was also shown in religious 
history with the result that Dalcho's study of the Episcopal 
Church was now supplemented by H. A. Tupper's work on the 
Charleston Baptists, George Howe's study of the Presbyterians, 
Barnett A. Elzas' History of the Jews, J. J. O'Connell's study of 
the Catholic Church, Abel M. Chreitzburg's and A. M. Shipp's 
contributions to the history of Methodism, and G. D. Bernheim's 
History of the Gerrna;ri Settlements and of the Luther·an Ohwreh 
in tne Oa:rolinas. In the field of biography Calhoun began to take 
his place as the favorite South Carolina subject. To an earlier life 
by John S. Jenkins were added in this period the studies of Her
man von Holtz and G. M. Pinckney; W. P. Trent contributed his 
controversial work on Simms; Mrs. St. Julien Ravenel works on 
Elizabeth Lucas Pinckney and William Lowndes; H. D. Capers his . . 
life of C. G. Memminger; and Mary D. O'Connor her Life and 
Letters of Miehael P. O'Connor. · Highly significant was th~ ap
pearance of representatives of the new university school of his
torians, several without other contact with South Carolina than 
that afforded by their interest in American history. Von Holtz 
represents this group, and others include J. Franklin Jameson, who 
chose to edit the diary of Edward Hooker and the Calhoun cor
respondence, Colyer Meriwether with his work on higher educa
tion, S. C. Hughson with his study of the pirates, David F. Hous
ton with his work on nullification, E. L. Whitney and W. Roy 
Smith with their studies of colonial government, and J. P. Hollis 
with his work on Reconstruction. None of these did more to give 
direction and purpose to the study of South Carolina history than 
William A. Schaper with his study of sectionalism and represen
tation. 

The towering figure of the generation, however. was Edward 
McCrady, graduate of the College of Charleston,· a lawyer by 
profession, and sometime president of the Historical Society. Af
ter completing brief studies of the history of education and slavery 
in the. colonial period, he entered upon the task of preparing a 
general history of the state. His object was to prepare a single 
volume for the American Commonwealth Series, but unwilling to 
proceed without a · minute examination of at least all the printed 
sources and hampered by a' discursive pen, he found at the conclu
sion of his fourth ponderous volume in 1902 that he had only 
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reached the close of the Revolution. McCrady's failure to cover 
the later years was unfortunate in more ways than one, but he 
had produced a history of the colonial period that was acknowl
edged to be the superior of similar studies in other states.40 

It may be said, then, that by 1905 South Carolina had placed 
itself abreast of other states in the promotion and the writing of 
state history. Few could boast that they had a historical society 
publishing a quarterly journal, a state archives department, and a 
completed general history of its early period. For a time it seemed 
that this position would be maintained. More ample quarters were 
provided for the Historical Society when, in 1914, it was per
mitted to occupy a room in the new fireproof building of the 
Charleston Library Society. The financial strain was slightly re
lieved by legacies from Mary Jane Ross and Henry A. M. Smith, 
which together provided an endowment of $30,000. No more vol
umes were added to the Collections, but the M agaeine was published 
without interruption.41 Meanwhile, Salley had inaugurated for 
the Historical Commission a series of publications which promised 
to provide eventually the basic public records. 

By the 1920's it was apparent, however, that South · Carolina 
was not keeping pace with the progress of historical studies in 
other states. The Historical Commission was reorganized in 1915, 
the places of the Secretary of State and the five appointed mem
bers being taken by the heads of the departments of history in the 
University, The Citadel, Clemson, a.nd Wfothrop and a representa
tive each of the Historical Society and the United Confederate 
Veterans (and, after 1930, of the American Legion). The majority 
of the new members were professional historians, but they were 
unable to secure the large appropriations that were needed. The 
apartments in the State House were hopelessly inadequate, and it 
was not until 1924 that an assistant was provided for the Secre
tary. 42 Conditions in the Historical Society were no better. Its 
one room having been filled to overflowing, the officers were com
pelled to refuse gifts, or deposits, of large collections.43 With the 
exception of the Huguenot Society, whose interest were genealogi
cal rather than historical, no organization appeared to assist in the 
work of gathering and preserving private manuscripts.44 Apart 
from the Charleston Library Society, the University Library, and 

•• Diet. Am. Biog., XII, 1-2. Like a number of the earlier historians, Mc-
Crady received some financial assistance from the state. Stats., XXIII, 1171-72. 

"SCH&GM, XXXI, 2-3 . 
.. Stats., XXIX, 114-15, XXXVI, 1271-72; Report Hist. Com., 1925. 
•• The writer recalls that when the Robert F. W. Allston collection was first 

offered to the Society it was declined . 
.. Transactions of the Huguenot Society of South Carolina, No. 1 (Charles

ton, 1889). The Society was organized in 1885. 
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that of the College of Charleston, no institution showed any great 
interest in collecting the printed materials. 

The causes of this unfortunate situation were many. The full 
effects of the intellectual blight caused by the Confederate War 
were not fully evident until the early years of the twentieth cen
tury. A few inspiring teachers, among them the historians, Alester 
G. Holmes, Nathaniel W. Stephenson, David D. Wallace, and Yates 
Snowden, were to be found; but in general the colleges were in
effective in this period, and leadership in the new field of graduate 
study which should have come from the University failed to de
velop. Instead of strengthening an institution which had rendered 
a useful service before the war, politicians reduced its resources 
and fostered other schools. Economic recovery was slower in 
South Carolina than elsewhere in the South, and the course of poli
tics revived a bitter inter-sectional animosity which had all but dis
appeared in the ante-bellum period. 

South Carolina will always owe a debt of gratitude to Mabel 
Louise Webber and a few faithful contributors who persisted, in 
the face of serious obstacles, in publishing the South 0Clfl'olina His
torical and Geneal,ogical M ag(l,Zine ,· but it must be regretted that 
it was compelled to devote so much space to genealogical materials. 
At the conclusion of its thirtieth volume, its publication commit
tee reminded its readers that it had already remained active through 
" a period far exceeding the life of any monthly, quarterly or an
nual periodical published in this state," but an accompanying anal
ysis of its 7,615 pages showed that 1,048, or about one seventh, had 
been devoted to genealogy. Some 4,118 pages contained documen
tary materials and 1,459' indexes and other matter. Only 990 pages 
were devoted to essays and other interpretative articles, and of these 
747 pages were written by one contributor, the indefatigable Henry 
A. M. Smith. Among the documents printed there was much sig
nificant material, but little of it applied to the period subsequent 
to the Revolution.411 

Such scholars as Charles M. Andrews were unstinted in their 
praise of the resources of the Charleston Library Society, es
pecially its files of early South Carolina newspapers. Its policy 
was to encourage gifts from the rich resources of Charleston pri
vate collections, and its capable librarian, Ellen M. FitzSimons, 
never missed an opportunity to make her collections available to 
serious scholars. Even this library, however, was unable to as
semble anything like a complete collection of South Carolina im
prints. Something of the effect of this may be illustrated by the 

'"SCH &GM, XXXI, 2-3. 
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findings of the late Douglas C. McMurtrie. In 1943 he published a 
list of all issues of the South Carolina presses, except state publi-. ' 

cations and periodicals, from 1801 to 1820.46 Of the 225 titles list-
ed, copies of all but onewere found in one or more of the libraries 
of the United States. Eighty-seven of these titles, however, were 
represented by only one known copy, and only twenty of these 
unique copies were located in South Carolina libraries. Moreover, 
of the 225 titles, copies of only ninety-seven were found in the libra
ries of the state. These, including duplicates, were distributed as 
follows: fifty-six in the Charleston Library Society, thirty-two in 
the South Caroliniana Library, eighteen in the College of Charles• 
ton Library, eleven in the private collection of Henry P. Kendall, 
seven in the South Carolina Historical Society Library, three in 
Presbyterian College Library, two in the Clemson College Library, 
two in the Carnegie Library in Anderson, and one each in the 
Florence Public Library, Winthrop College, Greenville Public Li
brary, Furman University, Kennedy Free Library in Spartanburg, 
Charleston Museum, the Harby collection, and the Heilman col
lection. Much of the same is true of early newspapers. An exam
ination of Clarence S. Brigham's Bibliography of Amerioatn News
papers, 1690-1800 will show that South Carolina ranked twelfth 
among the twenty-nine states in the number of newspapers estab
lished.47 This list confirms the long-standing belief that the most 
important collection is that of the Charleston Library Society. Its 
claim to priority, however, must rest upon the completeness of its 
files, for both the American Antiquarian Society and the Library of 
Congress have copies of a greater number of South Carolina news
papers. Of the fifty-nine papers established in the state between 
1732 and 1820 not one copy of twenty-seven of these is now to be 
found in any library within the state's borders. 

The losses by the state of its private manuscripts during this 
period cannot be described by any other term than appalling. 
Though empowered by the Act of 1905 to accept deposits of pri
vate papers, the Historical Commission neither built up a col
lection of its own nor offered encouragement to other institutions. 
The Historical Society continued its efl'orts in this field, and the 
Charleston Museum, the Huguenot Society, and the University 
Library acquired small collections, but none systematically ap
proached the problem. The result was the wholesale pillaging of 
the state by representatives of institutions in other parts of the 
country. Employing the argument that South Carolina reposi-

•• Ibid., XLIV, 87-106, 155-72, 228-46, 261-62. 
n Review of this work in Id., XL VIII, 184-85. 
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tories were unable to provide for additional manuscripts and that 
they would be more effectively used in the great research centers, 
they induced many families to part with papers that were becoming 
a burden as spacious old houses were replaced by small modern 
apartments. The result is that today the printed inventories of the 
Wisconsin State Historical Society, the Library of Congress, Duke 
University, the University of North Carolina, and the Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania read like dictionaries of South Carolina 
biography. In some instances the owners of these papers are not 
without blame; cases might be cited in which local repositories were 
looked upon with contempt, and it was thought a distinction to 
have one's family records in an institution of national renown. 

Perhaps at some future day it will be said that the turning 
point in this sad course of events was the establishment of the 
South Carolina Historical Association in the year 1930. In the 
first number of its Proceedings it is recorded that: 

The meeting of the South Carolina Historical Association in Co
lumbia on Saturday, March 14, 1931, was both a fulfillment of hopes 
long brewing in the past and a promise for the future. The hopes had 
their origin years ago with Professor R. L. Meriwether, had been im
parted to others and cherished by them, and in the spring of 1930 were 
put into definite form by a representative group of history teachers who 
had come to Coker College, Hartsville, at the invitation of President 
Carlyle Campbell and Professor P. S. Flippin, to hear the lectures by 
Professor W. E. Dodd, of the University of Chicago.•• 

The new organization was in no sense a rival of the South Caro
lina Historical Society. Several of its members were members 
also, and even ardent promoters, of th~ old Society. In fact, if I 
may interject the opinion of one who valued his connection with 
both, I believe that the leaders in the new organization would have 
gladly suggested a union with the old, had they felt that the con
servative men who were then directing the policies of the Society 
would have had the slightest interest in their plan. 

This plan was not an original one. It had been followed by the 
Society in its early days, and it was a feature of almost every other 
historical organization in the country at the time. It was a plan 
to hold an annual meeting, to have a program of four or five care
fully prepared papers in any field of history, and to print in a 
year book those which seemed to lend themselves to the purpose. 
Simple though it was, it has proved to be an admirable means of 
rallying those in the state who have training or experience in the 
writing of history. It was a means of bringing together the men 

"The Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association ( v. p., 1931-), 
p. 1. 
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and women of all the colleges and of some of the high schools, with 
a !evening element of laymen. Sectional consciousness was largely 
overcome by the greater interest which the members had in com
mon. Of the seventy-five articles which have appeared in the nine
teen numbers of the Proceedvnqs it may be said that many are good, 
several are indifferent, and a few are poor. Forty-six of the num
ber are devoted to South Carolina history. Taken together, they 
constitute an important contribution, and it is not unlikely that they 
have had the effect of greatly improving the quality of historical 
scholarship in the state. 

At about the time that the Association was established the Uni
versity began to enter the field of historical research. Wilfrid H. 
Callcott reorganized its graduate school. Under the leadership 
of Meriwether its history department was strengthened, and more 
attention was given to recruiting its long neglected library. The 
work of segregating its South Caroliniana material from the general 
collection was begun in 1923. An author list of this material pre
pared at that time by Robert M. Kennedy and Elizabeth D. Eng
lish revealed a substantial nucleus of printed works and some man
uscripts,49 and the addition of fireproof wings to the old library 
made it possible to set aside a large room for this collection and to 
employ a special librarian. To increase the manuscript holdings, 
Meriwether sought and obtained permission to meet on their own 
ground the collectors from other states. In 1937, to aid him in 
his work, he organized the University South Caroliniana Society, 
each member pledging himself to contribute either manuscripts 
or money to further the cause. So large and important had this 
collection become that in 1940, when the University Library was 
moved to its new home in the McKissick building, it was decided 
to devote the entire old building to the South Caroliniana collec
tion. Today this library holds the largest printed and manuscript 
collection in the state, and it is the only repository with anything 
like an adequate staff and equipment.110 

The WP A was a blessing to the cause of historical study in 
South Carolina as in many other states. Besides a number of use
ful tasks undertaken by the Writers' Program and several local 
projects for the repair and copying of records, a statewide project 
sponsored by the University resulted in the addition of thousands 
of pages of typescripts of private and local public records to its 
collections. Under the capable direction of Anne King Gregorie, 

•• Author List of Caroliniana. in the University of South Carolina Library. 
Bulletins of the University of South Carolina, No. 134 (Columbia, 1923). 

•• University South Caroliniana Society. Reports of the Secretary and Treas
urer ( Columbia, 1937-). 
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the Historical Records Survey prepared inventories of county 
records, and entered upon the formidable task of surveying those 
of the state.51 Finally, it was a. WPA grant which encouraged 
the World War Memorial Commission to construct a building in 
which space was set apart for the Historical Commission, thereby 
enabling it to accept the custody of great masses of records which 
had remained uncared for in the basement of the State House. 112 

The sudden discontinuance of Federal aid left many tasks unfin
ished, and too late it was realized that others could have been un
dertaken, but, at that, the WP A contributed materially to over
coming the fifty-year lag in meeting the records problem in South 
Carolina. 

The South Carolina Historical Society has also quickened the' 
pace of its activities. In 1942 it was granted a thirty-year lease of 
two floors in the old Fireproof Building. Though this building is 
in bad condition and the county is responsible only for the upkeep 
of the exterior, it is being gradually repaired. Finding itself with 
more space, the Society is again seeking large collections of private 
papers. It is not improbable that it has added since 1940 twice the 
volume of manuscripts that it possessed at that time. Outstanding 
among these have been the Langdon Cheves, the R. F. W. Allston, 
the Arnoldus VanderHorst, the Henry W. Conner, and the Joseph 
W. Barnwell collections.113 

Much has been accomplished during the past few years, but 
serious problems are still to be faced. The problem of public rec
ords is central. The annual appropriation for the Historical Com
mission has reached approximately $25,000. This does not compare 
favorably with that of other states, and, considering the great 
mass of unfiled records still to be provided for, it is entirely inade
quate. It has been apparent from the day that the blue prints were 
first inspected that the World War Memorial was a tragic mis
take. Like most monumental structures, its exterior is not unat
tractive, but, as a records repository, it is almost useless. Two
thirds of the space is devoted to a shrine which few ever visit, and 
the remainder of the building, though a great improvement on the 
former quarters of the Commission in the State House, is too small 
to house the records and is constantly exposed to the dirt and dust 
of two busy thoroughfares. No records have been transferred to 

01 Historical Records Survey, Inventory of the County Records of South 
Carolina (Columbia, 1937-41). 

u The first act providing for a memorial was passed in 1919, but the building 
was not erected until 1935. Stats., XXXI, 637-39, XXXVI, 961-63, XXXVI, 
1067-69; Legislative Manual, 1950, pp. 267-68. 

18 These activities have been fully reported in the Notes and Reviews section 
of the Magazine since 1942. 
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the Commission since 1935, with the result that the state cannot be 
said to have a records management policy. Equipment for restora
tion and duplication is still a hope of the future.54 

Having failed thus far to care adequately for its own records, 
the state is not in a position to assist the counties. Only fourteen 
of the inventories of county records were completed by the WPA, 
leaving thirty-two for future action. This problem alone will re
quire the attention of a competent staff for a number of years. 

Local historical commissions are beginning to appear. That in 
the city of Charleston was organized in 1933. It has a paid secre· 
tary and an annual budget of approximately $4,000. It has been 
able to provide for the marking of a number of historical sites, and 
to issue several useful publications. It has taken charge of some 
city records, but its efforts to win recognition as a city archives 
department have failed, with the result that the highly significant 
records of the state's oldest city are still scattered in the offices of 
half a dozen buildings which house city institutions.55 County 
historical commissions recently organized in Sumter and Lee coun
ties have no other function than to erect historical markers. 

Crittenden and Godard reported in 1944 that there were fifteen 
historical societies in South Carolina with a total membership of 
2,045. This was a ratio of one member to each 9,290 inhabitants 
as compared with the national average of one member to each 
890 inhabitants. A list of societies now operating in the state does 
not support the belief that the number is increasing. More are 
needed, but it is to be hoped that the local organizations will not 
attempt to assemble manuscript collections unless the necessary fa
cilities can be provided. 56 

In a recent review of a bibliography of South Cu.rolina history 
the author writes that: "It reveals, further, the paucity of recent 
publications on South Carolina history and the need for more 

"'Report Hist. Com., 1949-50 (Columbia, 1951). The appropriation in North 
Carolina for 1947-48 was $68,391.00. Twenty-second Biennial Report of the 
North Carolina Department of Archives and History, 1946-48 (Raleigh, 1948), 
p. 11. 

•• Annual reports are printed in the Charleston Year Books. 
•• Christopher Crittenden and Doris Godard, Historical Societies in the 

United States and Canada: A Handbook (Washington, 1944). This list included 
a number. of organizations and agencies that are not societies in the ordinary 
sense. A list of societies recently compiled by the Historical Commission shows the 
following active organizations : statewide-South Carolina Historical Society, 
South Carolina Historical Association, University South Caroliniana Society; 
county-Beaufort, Darlington, Edgefield, Florence, Georgetown; church and spe
cial-South Carolina Baptist Historical Society, Historical Society of the South 
Carolina Methodist Conference, Dalcho [Episcopal] Historical Society, and the 
Huguenot Society of South Carolina. - Closely allied institutions with active 
publication programs are the Charleston Museum and the Carolina Art Asso
ciation. 
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modern scholars to invade the field."57 After the performance of 
General Sherman in 1865 and the collectors of historical records 
in the 1930's and 1940's, South Carolinians may be forgiven for 
being a little skeptical about this suggestion of an "invasion." But, 
in a sense-a good sense, there has been an invasion in progress in 
the field of South Carolina history. It began back in the 1880's 
with the search on the part of graduate schools for suitable sub
jects for research by teachers and students. Its results are evi
dent in national, regional, and out-of-state historical journals. Many 
a valuable contribution to South Carolina historiography, for in
stance, is to be found in the American Hi.storicril Revww. By ac
tual count 9% per cent of the articles and 22.7 per cent of the notes 
and documents in the first thirteen volumes of the Journal of 
Southern History deal directly with this state. A reading of the 
North OaroUna Historical Revww leaves one with the impression 
that the historians of that state are drawing close to the point of 
preoccupation with the affairs of their southern neighbor. Many 
of the articles in the Georgia Historical, Quarterly are rightly clas
sified as Georgia history, but frequently they deal with a period 
when Georgia was largely a Charleston suburb and are therefore 
useful to the student of South Carolina history. 

Further evidence of an invasion is to be found in a number of 
monographs that have been produced by teachers and students of 
out-of-state institutions. Among these one might mention the 
studies of nullification and secession by C. S. Boucher, Frederick 
Bowes's essay on the culture of early Charleston, Verner W. Crane's 
Southern Frontwr, Leila Sellers' Charleston Business on the Eve of 
the Revolution, A. H. Hirsch's Huguenots, Laura A. White's life 
of Robert Barnwell Rhett, L. F. Brewster's work on the summer 
migrations of low-country planters, and the ·revealing studies of 
the Spanish period of this region by Herbert E. Bolton and 
his students. 

An important feature of the activities of these invaders is that 
they bring printed books with the cost of publication already paid. 
The records show that, unless a history book is of the gift or text 
variety, its sale is limited, publishers are unwilling to take the risk 
involved, and, if they do, the number of copies printed is too small 
to meet the demand over a number of years. For example, the 
semi-popular and profusely illustrated book on low-country plan
tations by Samuel G. Stoney has gone through three printings of 
11500 copies each. On the other hand, only 750 copies of Crane's 
Southern Frontwr were issued, and it is now out of print, though 

"'William and Mary Quarterly, Apr. 1950, pp. 344-45. 
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the demand has not been supplied. The establishment of the Uni
versity of South Carolina Press has contributed much to the solu
tion of this problem. Already it has printed a number of significant 
volumes in the field of South Carolina history, and by carefully 
studying the probable needs of purchasers it is making its publi
cations more widely available.58 

The native scholar, however, working either at home or abroad, 
must always be the chief concern of the promoters of state his
torical studies. It is highly encouraging to note that their number 
has increased. Whereas twenty years ago, when this Association 
was formed, there were only four or five who had made contribu
tions of recognized merit, today they number almost two score. 
They include, among others, Robert W. Barnwell, Jr., E. Milby 
Burton, Charles E. Cauthen, Arney R. Childs, St. Julien R. Childs, 
Mason Crum, Chalmers G. Davidson, Elizabeth H. Davidson, Rich
ard B. Davis, Samuel J. Derrick, Carl L. Epting, "William M. Geer, 
Anne King Gregorie, D. H. Gilpatrick, Bess Glenn, Philip M. 
Hamer, Helen Kohn Hennig, Alester G. Holmes, William S. Hoole, 
Francis M. Hutson, Hampton M. Jarrell, Lillian A. Kibler, J. 
Mauldin Lesesne, Daniel M. McKeithan, Robert L. Meriwether, 
Chapman J. Milling, Mary C. Simms Oliphant, Granville T. Prior, 
A. S. Salley, George R. Sherrill, Francis B. Simkins, Samuel G. 
Stoney, Rosser H. Taylor, Leah Townsend, Austin L. Venable, 
David Duncan Wallace, and J. Harold Wolfe.59 It is doubtful if 
any other state has as many professional scholars who are willing 
to devote their time to the study of state history. A program that 
will bring about unity of effort, make the sources more readily 
available, and provide greater freedom from the teaching duties 
in which most of these historians are engaged is one of the greatest 
needs of South Carolina today. The state cannot afford to delay 
any longer a systematic study of its past. 

•• Figures have been generously supplied by the presses more or less regu
larly issuing South Carolina books. 

•• This list, like others above, is selective. No effort has been made to include 
a number of writers in highly specializod fields and those who are working 
on other than South Carolina topics. 



CONSTITUTION 

I 

The name of this organization shall be The South Carolina Historical 
Association. 

II 

The objects of the Association shall be to promote historical studies in the 
State of South Carolina; to bring about a closer relationship among persons 
living in this State who are interested in history; and to encourage the preser
vation of historical records. 

III 

Any person approved by the executive committee may become a member 
by paying $2.00 and after the first year may continue a member by paying 
an annual fee of $2.00. 

IV 

The officers shall be a president, a vice-president, and a secretary and treas
urer who shall be elected by ballot at each regular annual meeting. A list 
of nominations shall be presented by the executive committee, but nomina
tions from the floor may be made. The officers shall have the duties and per
form the functions customarily attached to their respective offices with such 
others as may from time to time be prescribed. 

V 

There shall be an executive committee made up of the officers and of 
two other members elected by ballot for a term of three years; at the first elec
tion; however, one shall be elected for two years. Vacancies shall be filled 
by election in the same manner at the annual meeting following their oc
currence. Until such time they shall be filled by appointment by the president. 
The duties of the executive committee shall be to fix the date and place of the 
annual meeting, to attend to the publication of the proceedings of the Asso
ciation, to prepare a program for the annual meeting, to prepare a list of nomi
nations for the officers of the Association as provided in Aritcle IV, and 
such other duties as may be from time to time assigned to them by the Asso
ciation. There shall be such other committees as the president may appoint, or be 
instructed to appoint, by resolution of the Association. 

VI 

There shall be an annual meeting of the Association at the time and place 
appointed by the executive committee. 

VII 

The Association shall publish annually its proceedings to be known as The 
Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association. It shall contain the 
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constitution, by-laws, and minutes of the annual meeting together with such papers 
and documents selected by the executive committee as may be published without 
incurring a deficit. It is understood that all papers read at the annual meet
ing become the property of the Association except as otherwise may be pro
vided by the executive committee. The executive committee shall annually elect 
an editor of the Proceedings. He shall have authority to appoint an associate 
editor and shall be a member of the executive committee, but without vote. 

VIII 

This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members 
present at the annual business meeting. 
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